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e CD Player Service Precautions 

1. Since this screw protects the mechanism during trans- 

port, be sure to affix it when it is transported for repair, 

etc. 

1. SPECIFICATIONS 

General 

System . . .Motor vehicle compact disc digital audio system 

iSO cc ie cesecde die se ee ore Gon Ge eee Diameter: 120 mm 

Thickness: 1.2 mm 

Maximum playing time: Over 60 minutes (stereo) 

Linear velocity: 1.2 — 1.4 m/sec. 

Rotation direction: Counterclockwise 

Signal format.....--+--> Sampling frequency: 44.1 kHz 

Number of quantization bits: 16; linear 

Transmission bit rate: 4.3218 Mbit/sec. 

Modulation system: EFM 

Error correction system: CIRC 

Pre-emphasis: 50/15 usec. 

Laser... ....-: Semiconductor laser: wavelength 790 nm 

Power requirements. . .14.4 V DC (10.8 — 15.6 V possible) 

Power CONSUMPTION. .. 22 eee ee es 8 W 

Maximum power consumption..... ey ee 2 16 W 

Weight... 00. ce eee eee 1.7 kg 

Dimensions ......5+228e8: 180(W)x50(H)x163(D) mm 

2. For pickup unit (CGY 1001) handling, please refer to ‘’Dis- 

assembly” (Fig. 13). During replacement, handling 

precautions shall be taken to prevent an electrostatic 

discharge (protection by a short pin). | 

3. During disassembly, be sure to turn the power off since 

an internal IC might be destroyed when a connector is 

plugged or unplugged. 

Audio 

Frequency characteristics ....... 5 — 20,000 Hz (+1 dB) 

Signal-to-noise ratio. .... 90 dB (1 kHz) (IEC-A network) 

Dynamic range os ee a ee ee eas 90 dB (1 kHz) 

Wow and flutter ........... Below measurement range 

Distortion factor...........2+05 0.005% (1 kHz, 0 dB) 

Output voltage... 6... 2. ee eee 200 mV (1 KHz, 0 dB) 

Number of channels... 2.0... 20s eee eee 2 (stereo) 

50 
180 

| 46 170 

: | 

Note: 

Specifications and the design are subject to possible modifi- 

cation without notice due to improvements. 



2. SAFETY INFORMATION 

1. Safety Precautions for those who Service this Unit. 

®@ Follow the adjustment steps (see pages 78 through 85) in the service manual when servicing this unit. Whe checking or 

adjusting the emitting power of the laser diode exercise caution in order to get safe, reliable results. 

Caution: 

1. During repair or tests, minimum distance of 13cm from the focus lens must be kept. 

2. During repair or tests, do not view laser beam for 10 seconds or longer. 

2. A “CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT” label is affixed to the 

bottom of the player. (Fig. 2) 

@ Two screws are affixed to the bottom of the unit to se- 

cure the mechanism during transport. Be sure to remove 

these screws before installation of the player. (Fig. 2) 

Remove these screws 

CLASS 1 
LASER PRODUCT 

Fig. 2 

4. Specifications of Laser Diode 

Specifications of laser radiation fields to which human ac- 

cess is possible during service. 

Wavelength = 780 nanometers 

Radiant power = 55.3 microwatts 

(Through a circular aperture stop 

having a diameter of 80 millime- 

ters) 

0.44 microwatts 

(Through a circular aperture stop 

having a diameter of 7 millimeters) 

3. The triangular label is attached to the mechanism unit 

plate unit (Fig. 3) 

Mechanism Unit 

Fig. 3 
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3. NAME OF PARTS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 

© Track Number Search Button 

Press to search for a specific selection (track number). Each press of the 

(+) side increases the displayed track number, while pressing the (—}) 

side decreases the number. Holding down either side of this button causes 

the displayed number to successively change at high speed. 

@ Fast Forward Button 

Press to advance the present selection at high speed. Play resumes when 

the next selection (track number) is reached. Holding down the button 

causes fast forward to continue even after the next selection is reached. 

© Reverse Button 

Press to reverse the present selection at high speed. Play resumes when 

the beginning of the present selection (track number) is reached. Holding 

down the button causes reverse to continue even after the beginning of 

the present selection is reached. 

©@ Disc Insert Slot 

Discs are loaded into the unit with the label on the disc facing up. Once 

a disc is inserted into the disc insert slot, it Is automatically set and play 

begins. 

e Turn the cassette deck power switch or the tuner power switch to 

the OFF position. 

@ Music Repeat Button 

Press to repeat the current selection a number of times. Either the release 

button or the music repeat button can be used to cancel the music repeat 

operation once it is activated. All selections on a disc are continuously 

played when the music repeat function is not activated. 

4. READING THE DISPLAY 

@ Disc Set Display 

Lights when a disc is set in the Viahene 

@ Track Display 

Indicates the track number of the selection being played. Also shows the 

total number of tracks included on a disc for approximately five seconds 

after the disc is loaded into the unit. 

© Play Time Display 

Indicates the elapsed play time of the selection being played. Also shows 

the total play time for a discs for approximately five seconds after the 

disc is loaded into the unit. 

os) 

@ Track Scan/Memory Button 

Press once to play the beginning (approximately 10 seconds) of each selec- 

tion from the current selection (track scan). Pressing again during track 

scan records the number of the current selection in memory (scan memory) 

for playback during memory play. 

Track Scan 

Press to play the beginning (approximately 10 seconds) of each selection 

in order. Pressing the release button when the desired selection is found 

releases track scan and returns to normal play. Track scan is automati- 

cally released and normal play resumes when the selection during which 

track scan was originally selected is reached again. 

Scan Memory 

Press during play of the beginning (approximately 10 seconds) of a 

selection to record the selection in memory. Up to eight selections can 

be stored in memory. 

° Up to eight selections can be stored in memory. A beep is heard when 

the memory button is pressed to indicate a full memory. Storing a selec- 

tion in memory automatically deletes any selection previously stored. 

@ Eject/Reload Button 

Press to eject a disc from the unit. Pressing again reloads the disc into 

the unit. 

@ Memory Play Button 

Press to play the selections stored in the scan memory. 

© Clear Button . 

Press with a thin pointed object when the effects of noise on the built-in 

micro computer make it impossible to turn the power of the unit ON, 

cause other buttons to become inoperative or results in an abnormal 

display. 

@ Display 

@ Release/Play Button 

Press to cancel track scan, music repeat, fast forward, and reverse. Also 

suspends operation during random play, memory play, and play. Press- 

ing again resumes play from the spot where it was originally suspended. 

@ Random Play Button 

Press to cause random selection and play from among the track numbers 

stored in the micro computer. 

@ Track Scan Display 

Lights when the track scan/memory button is pressed and remains lit while 

the track scan/memory functions are in operation. 

@ Memory Play Display 

Lights when the memory play button is pressed and remains lit while the 

memory play function is in operation. This indicator will not light and 

memory play will be impossible when there is nothing stored in memory. 

@ Disc Remain Display 

Indicates the total play time remaining on the disc being played. 

@ Random Play Display 

Lights when the random play button is pressed and remains lit while the 

random play function is in operation. 

@ Music Repeat Display 

Lights when the music repeat button is pressed and remains lit while the 

music repeat function is in operation. 

e A built-in function protects the semiconductor laser from damage by 

automatically suspending play when the ambient temperature of the 

unit exceeds a certain level. This condition is indicated by /; |t | 

| L! 'being shown on displays @ and ©. The disc should be eject- 

ed and the unit should not be used until the ambient temperature is 

reduced. 

e When a space of a few seconds exists between the selections of the 

disc being used, @ will show — | [} -.—- 1) ; when the spaces are 

passed. 



5. OPERATION 

e Turn the cassette deck power switch or the tuner power switch to 

the OFF position. 

1. Load a disc into the disc insert slot @ with the label on the disc facing 

up. Once a disc is inserted into the unit, it is automatically set and 

play begins. (The total number of selections on the disc and total disc 

play time will appear on the display for approximately five seconds.) 

2. Set the volume, balance, bass and treble to the desired level using 

the cassette deck controls. 

6. CONNECTION 
Before making final connections, make temporary connections then 

operate the unit to check for any connecting cord problems. 

e Refer to the instruction manual for details on connecting the various 

cords of the deck and main amp then make connections correctly. 

e Besure to correctly connect the memory power supply lead (orange) 

and main power supply lead (red) as specified. If the connections are 

made incorrectly or forgotten, this unit will not work at all. 

e Don’t pass the memory power supply lead through a hole into the 

engine compartment to connect to the battery. This will damage the 

lead insulation and cause a very dangerous short. 

e If you should encounter more than two lead wires of the same color, 

when wiring connections, it will be convenient to wire them together, 

as shown in the following diagram. 

Example wiring with component car stereo cassette deck. 

<Q For ground (black) 

Connect to a metal 
part of the car body. 

= For memory Connect to the positive 
power supply terminal of battery 

(orange) which supplys current 
eS ‘ regardless of ignition 

key position (for 

| For main example, power supply 

power supply lead of the clock). 

| External output (red) 
(to deck) =I e Connect the main 

power supply only 
after every other con- 
nection has been 
made. This very last 
connection is made to 
the accessory connec- 
tor leading from the 
car's fuse unit. 

Green 

ztee 1 j Mess 

Green/Black | | Oe) 
cover | 

Gray 

3. Press the release/play button @ to stop play without ejecting the disc. 

Pressing the release/play button again will resume play from the point 
at which it was stopped. Press the eject/reload button & to stop play 

and eject the disc. Pressing the eject/reload button while the disc is 
still in the ejected position will reload the disc and resume play from 

the first selection. 
e A short period of time will pass from when the disc is loaded to the 

point at which play begins. This ‘‘setting’’ time is required to allow 

the unit to begin reading the digital signals on the disc. 

® The cassette tape deck and tuner can be used while a disc is in the 

set position. 
¢ DISC SET @ is illuminated on the display while a disc is set. Note 

that attempting to load another disc while one is already set can damage 

the discs and cause malfunction. 
e Never attempt to load two discs at the same time. This can cause 

serious malfunction of the unit. 

Red Main power supply Orange Memory power supply 
[0 bad wire ( ‘ lead wire 

0 

Yellow _ __ {llumination power supply 
~~ lead wire 

oo Fig. 4 

Example wiring with CENTRATE component car stereo 

cassette deck. 

Optional remote controller Player 

(CD-R102) : 

| fa) 
: For ground (black) 
| ee @ Connect to a metal 
| anil part of the car body. 
| = 

| oe 
| : For memory Connect to the positive 

power supply terminal of battery 
| (orange) which supplys current 

cei ae regardless of ignition 
| key position (for 
| For main = example, power supply 
| power supply lead of the clock) 
| External output (red) 

(to deck) =I tome ae Connect the main 
_, power supply only 

after every other con- 
nection has been 
made. This very last 
connection is made to 
the accessory connec- 
tor leading from the 
car’s fuse unit. 

Green 

eet N 
—— Gray/Black | | 

Gray 



7. PARTS LOCATION 

NOTE: 
e For your parts Stock Control, the fast moving items are indicated with the 

marks * * and *. 
* x: GENERALLY MOVES FASTER THAN *, 
This classification shall be adjusted by each distributor because it depends on 

model number, temperature, humidity, etc. 
e Parts marked by “®” are not always kept in stock. Their delivery time may be 

longer than usual or they may be unavailable. : 

Button Button 

*& CAE-246 * CAE-243 

Button Button 

* CAE-247 * CAE-244 

Button Button 

* CAE-248 = & CAE-245 

DIN Cord ___ SSS 

CDK-403 

Cord 

CDE1161 

Cord 

CDK-402 

CD Mechanism unit 

@ CXK2010 

Power Supply Assy ———— 7 

@ CWR1001 

Grille Unit 

CXA1506 

Fig. 8 



8. DISASSEMBLY 

Display Unit Removal (Fig. 11) 
. Crush the holder (Fig. 11) by using pliers to allow the 

circuit board to be lifted. 

2. Remove 6 screws, then remove the display unit. 

e Case Removal! (Fig. 9) 
1. Remove 4 screws, then remove the case. ands 

Display unit 

Chassis Removal (Fig. 12} 
. Turn the set the other way. 

. Remove 8 screws, then remove the chassis. RD +2 

® Grille Assy Removal (Fig. 10) 

1. Remove 2 screws and release 4 catches, then remove 

the grille assembly. 

2. Remove 5 connectors. 

> Senge 
oe 

i = the hook 
en | 

Grille 
Assy 

~ 

Flexible board 

Insert a (—) screwdriver and turn it in the 

arrow direction, then two connector catches 

come off and the flexible circuit board can > 

be removed. 
y 

PRP RN ONL NL PRL NL LL lL NE al Nc ANP DSA APE NEI NA SOP th 

Fig. 10 

ee : 



¢ Mechanism Unit Removal (Fig. 13) 

1. Remove 4 screws. 

2. Remove 5 connectors. 

Flexible board 

“oo 
Wrench with 

screwdriver 

® Loading Motor Unit Removal (Fig. 14) 

1. Remove the screw (M2.6 x 4) at A, then remove the 

guide and gear unit. 

2. Remove 2 screws (M2 x 2.5) at B, then remove the !oad- 

ing motor unit. 

e Clamper Plate Unit Removai (Fig. 15) 

1. Remove 1 screw (M2 x 4) at P, then remove the flexible 

circuit board (to prevent circuit board cutting). 

* To tighten the screw at P, use a screw tightener. 

2. Remove 2 screws (M2.6 x 4) at C, then remove a 

bracket. 

3. Remove 1 screw (M2.6 x 4) at D, then remove a bracket 

(for a switch). 
4. Remove the clamper plate unit toward the back as shown 

by an arrow while avoiding arm E— and plate Q. 

LOAN LRLN LN LIN IN IN NINA NA NP AANA NAA Nl NAAN NA Net NANA Net NAA AAA AANA AD NAA AE NAAN NANA Net Nt etl NA Net Nt 

‘ 

¢ eap—— ONort 

; between this.: 

| | 
é 2 

Fig. 13-2 

; When this connector (CN2, wiring to the sem) conducter ‘ 

> laser) is removed because the mechanism has to be removed, } 
‘ be sure to apply a shorting pin or short between the patterns; 

with a jumper before removal, 

When it is reconnected, connect it to the connecter, then 

remove the shorting pin or jumper. 
Ne NaN, FN 

RNR RPS al NN LN LOL NRL RA LNA NL EN NON LLL LONER LOL LOL NER END cP NPN LPO LL LOLOL PL 

unit 

Fig. 14 

a 

os, 

FRONT switch 
ee: 

aya 

i? 

ee BS 

ua Bracket 

Fig. 15 



e Vibration Proof Rubber (Bush) Removal 

(Fig. 16) 
1. Remove the collar, then remove 4 screws (M2.6 x 5) 

at F. 

* Use a tightener to tighten the screw at F. 

2. Remove the carriage mechanism unit. 

3. Remove the bushing toward the bottom. 

® Carriage Mechanism Unit Removal (Fig. 17) 

._ Turn the mechanism the other way. 

2. Remove 2 screws (M2.6 x 5) at G, then remove the 

carriage mechanism unit as shown by an arrow. 

* Use a tightener to tighten the screws at G. 

woo 

a 
Carriage mechanism iy C 

unit we at | 

Fig. 17 

Spindle Motor Removal (Fig. 18) 

. Lower the pickup unit toward the back. (It can be shifted 

manually if shaft deviation is performed as shown in Fig. 

19.) 
Remove 3 screws (M2.6 x 4) at H, then remove the 

spindle motor as shown by an arrow. 

sagt Spindle motor 
f. “oor 

Fig, 13: 



e Pickup Unit Removal (Fig. 19) 

1. Turn the mechanism the other way. 

2. Remove 2 screws (M2 x 4) at J, then remove the holder 

shaft. 

3. Remove 1 screw (M2 x 4) at K, then remove the holder. 

4. Remove the pickup unit. 

» — Holder 

Pickup 

unit ‘y 

When the shaft is assembied, 

do not bend this spring 

excessively. 

During assembly, 

insert it here. 

Fig. 19 

@ Carriage Motor Unit Removal (Fig. 20) 

1. Remove 2 screws (M2 x 4) at L and 1 screw (M2 x 4) 

at M, then remove the carriage motor unit. 

Carriage motor 

Fig. 20 



9. MECHANISM DESCRIPTION 

S5 

REAR switch 

$4 

FRONT switch 

$1 va 

HOME switch / 
f 

a 
M1 

| 
| 

M2 

Spindie motor 

Carriage motor 

1. When a disc is inserted, it is supported at point A, B and 

C. At the same time, a lever moves toward the arrow 

direction and the DISC switch is opened (Fig. 22). 

2. When the disc is pushed further, a PUSH switch is turned 

on and the loading motor rotates to start loading (Fig. 22). 

PUSH switch 

DISC switch 

M3 

Pickup unit 

Loading motor 

S2 

DISC switch 

PUSH switch 

Fig. 21 

10 

3. A lever and plate unit are shifted toward the arrcw 

direction, then the FRONT switch is opened (Fig. 23). 

4. When the center of the disc comes to the spindle motor, 

plate unit movement toward the back is terminated and 

it is then shifted down by the pins of D and E (Fig. 23). 

5. A lever moves further toward the back which widens 

point A, B and C (Fig. 22) using pin F and frees the disc 

(Fig. 23). 

Plate unit 

Pin E 

FRONT switch Pid. ze 

6. A lever unit is moved toward the back by pin G the same 

as the lever. An arm unit presses the spindle motor shaft 

with spring L because pin H moves in the arrow direc- 

tion, then a magnet holds the disc. After this, pin J and 

K become free and the die cast chassis becomes vibra- 

tion proof. Also, the REAR switch is turned on and the 

loading motor stops to complete the loading operation 

(Fig. 24). 

Spring L 

REAR switch 
ie A 

ZA 

Pin K Fig. 24 

114 



10. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
® Block Diagram 

MAIN ASSY 
DISC 

Ieee 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR D/A CONVERTER i/V AMP DEGLITCH SAMPLE HOLD aNnaLoG ISOLATOR PICK UP UNIT 
FILTER . iC201 : CX23035 IC301 : CX20133 iC302 IC303 : TC4053BF C304 C307 

NJMO72M NJMO72M M521BFP OBJECT LENS E 

; (oor) yd | 8 ! | 6 | rT [7810 > “1 1c305 ! S|! | ' DATA 31 KHA210 ! 5 aH nec @®o | | 6 5 LASER MONI. | 7 ) | [so 7 me z Oo] pik DIODE | ne | 
; 0 |e @c I | os CONNECTOR | E < | © B | | C) : 718 

LOADING CARRIAGE SPINDL <| Q | a Gl 35 | IC306 MOTOR MOTOR MOTOR | rs @ | F 7 Aone KHA2IO 

25 127 \ is WW Z| , 
aaa X201 Looe +5V comets A 

O Qa x =| YY 
7 

é & g | 53| 8.467MHz — | 4 , al eh e | | CN2 | iS ene 7 ay | : EMPH Q303 cipbeae : @ G a | Q306 o_o ¢ auto oe sn ieee 
i | | | —E f ¢ i ; | | | POWER CONTROL Ty | | ’ 15 DATA , po L 93 MUTE DRIVER | | | a | | | = 16 XRST 7 | | f ce = é ie sees 307 | | | MONITOR 4 : all : | | , > IC 2 mn 4 | uu \ | ee \ | <=| — 1RBCOs Q 7 | | E | | | | FOCUS/SPINOLE y Ze | | 28| |25 bial a : | | f | 4 ‘ | = 
| | TEMP | if rs 

| a | i | IC202 
t Ne 

| | 
SPINDLE CONTROL bo { | ix MBMSIT7EP Lo iC203 : MS218FP | | oO 

HOME 6) ro) | 
i ‘ml 

| 
S| 

| 
| | penal HOME 

| 
i GFS 

CNS5 3 | e z iC204 j 
{ 

r 
pea ies nee coe eeT a | - sate | | oK PD8019E poe a + t | | IC102 : M5218FP TRACKING/FOCUS/CARRIAGE || | pes a cui | : S ped | CLK 

: | | FOCUS ERROR AMP __ SERVO vRe- ae | } = ss ! eS a S Q| | ae 
4MH2z | 

% 6 | é » ee 29 «GAIN | st | DATA a b 6 a © pe ae A a | Last 22] aoe FOCUS » FOCUS ON/OFF | | | FOCUS | | SERVOS = aad © SEARCH mi | | | SENS be ‘ab C103 @ FS2 ON/OFF ' i 
S4 55 $3 S2 IC 101 5 | 

FRONT REAR DISC PUSH TRACKING/ CARRIAGE a CX20108 ° ol 12 | 
x! gileilz PWM DRIVER fotes Ss te BRAKE, 3 ail e TRACKING GAIN Ww ee ar = q) Siejlc | 9 UP/NORMAL | 

TRACKING SERVO | om _ ms cS 1S ae CNG | ‘ O H VR2-2 ff 
We a WW oP ; Vays Wee ae Y | TRACKING [DOO [SOOO] 

Z PA3021 I | GAIN Lol 
25 10 = 7 _ | DISPLAY UNIT pe CARRIAGE SERVO ad cay | | OEKEXS)} TRACKING & | 8 DATA 

| CN704 23 SERVO 4 ———— | 

ON/CHOP | | 7 XRST | 
r | | 5 SENS | | 

{ 

{ | 
| | CN6 

if 

Soe @) ‘ } | 
j 

= \ iP 
ik tt —y\\— 3 _OADING MOTOR o | KU) 15 | DRIVER 
rm C103 > M5218FP | eee IC701 FRONT <a | Lane TRACKING ERROR AMP —_ A eo4074b ae — ic401 = | eX | 18~ 21 23 Soe M54546L a Ky) eee Ee, SYSTEM 

CONTROLLER : | = X70! is a : | 4MHz 
124 

KEY BOARD 

0 oa oo a’ o-0 ae SCN M.PLAY DISC REM. 

O60 00 00 00 00 OV eptrecay Ii | tl 

FL TUBE 

Fig. 25 

42 . 13 



@® +B Block Diagram 

DISPLAY UNIT 
POWER SUPPLY ASSY 

FL TUBE 

I CN702 

+5V 58 $4 7 D0 SCN M.PLAY DISC REM. 

: 0 00 pptrecay Wid iid 

® 
I CN6O1 

7 Bria AC @ 5 | L605 Q601 

LEDx13 me eee: 
a | ; ‘- eo, “4 CONVERTOR 

D707~714 | vLoap f° ) (3) (3) 7 

D716~720 pent BS > Cac 
pisc sET [4 

VoD | 

_ AUX +B 
IC 702 

M51956BL 

D715 

CONNECTOR 

Q7N 

MAIN ASSY 
oe 
j 

eae ry —o_o——--{ 00 BACK UP 
| ae O——ao—-—1D acc 

FUSE 

PICK UP UNIT Haar 
2A 

i 401 
M54546L 

} ic204 | 
| PD8019E | 

; ii DC/DC 
ey : CONVERTOR 

21 4 | 
602 iC 601 {2 

| KHA803 | cor 4 
CX20109 

CN 
602 ~ 

16 = ee 

| ; IC 302 IC 307 Ic 202 | 
Ic 301 | 

seaossne] CX20133 | | eee M5218FP M5M5117FP 

jae 

Fig. 26 

14 | 
45 



* Power Supply Application ™ PLAY 

After 40 ms 

| After 4.5 sec. 

FL tube Laser IC701, 1C204 | During 
ACC Shae 1204 lumines-|| data | eee i 

Pickup to S4 Pickup 
Key scan 

ia application REGS line start me ee communication Ale spindle to inner Home switch OUrTer Home switch home 

Be ao en ust start | eas _ circumference | close circumference open position 

' | t : NEXT ‘ 

| : | MI 
107 isc 

OPER | §61C204 IC70| OFF IC70} 39 switch 
iC 702 iC 701 ne 10701 VDD : f2 35 , open 1070] 1C.401 | (i eis (65 (0) 10204 IC 105 transmission a 

a 36 le 5 4 3 | Mi | , Ad —) | | 

More than | 37 | | INSIDE | zy 

1.25V / 2 IC2 as 16 | | | | 

7 alli 304,305 ff 10204 : | 10105 

VCCI ON = : ae i» 

_ Bete Oa 2 cy 
zs Samed 6 (oe 0303» Q306 Bbect 

ON ON ON release 

+--+ 021 —— 
Q40! ON 

iciosf +4 bad 
ICi05} VOC VOC 

iO40| 

After 16 ms 

c During loading After about 20 ms 

After about 200 ms 

IC power supply { Search voltage stability margin 

S5 DISC SET | | FL tube 
. 

Loading 

Rear switch lights display completion 

AUX +B Carriage | Tracking Focus C103. 
output open open open discharge 

Apply brake 

to M3 
close 

y, Y 
a NEXT 

| NEXT NEXT NEXT 

A C701 10701 ee 10204 I IC 101 if Snuinanelee | IC204 IC 101 10204 IC 101 
Filament G|2 cet MS = 07101 = 0706 CLK CLK CLK 

y power supply > oa Q710 O60! ON ON — 10 IC101 13 ___. 10 

Ww TG2 ON XLT 
ON ON g 20 i 9 

A 

Q602, 601 ——» L605 
>| 8 14 >| 8 

ON ON IC 401. == 

BRAKE a ‘ 
ea 

8 

ee 
ae 



FOCUS search 

Lens 

push out 

FOCUS close Signal ; 
instruction 

from PD 

\ 
IC 204 

’ NEXT FOCUS e 

20 IC 204 
IC 204 aie iC 101 IC 102 iC 104 : 

E _1G2 os ok 
open 20 anew 

ae 

Spindle 

acceleration 

margin 

M2 spindle 

Start, 

acceleration 

FOCUS 

servo close 
FOK 

signal 

NEXT @) 
IG 204 10201 IC 104 10204 iC 201 

OLK 

IC 101 iC204 10204 IC 10} 10203 11 3 

SENS 
iC203-—> 

5 

¥ 4 

FZC 

die 



Tracking 

pull in 

margin 

26ms 

Tracking 

brake 

ON 

M2 spindle 

CLV-A mode 

Tracking 

close 

Check MIRR 

and TE phase 
Signal 

from PD 

1C101 

TM7 
M2 

Tracking 
104 

ve ON coil 

r 3 IC 105 6 

4 

sla 

Tracking Carriage Servo 

brake OFF start OK 

_ i ‘ NEXT 4 
7 NEXT | | OPER 

iC 204 IC 101 transmission Ee ex | | 
Is C204 110) 10204 IC701 

L IC101 \ 

TM7 OFF Sub-code 

read out 

GFS=‘*H” 

Plastic 

protective 

layer 

Signal recording 

Transparent disc substrate 
Laser beam 

Clamping area 

—r TOC read ———® Since the TOC is recorded at ——~——® Program search oa Play | 

Since all servo system rise is performed at 1C701, the TOC is transferred 

the HOME position, the pick up is located from IC 204 to 1C701. 
in the disc program area where a signal is 

readable. Then the sub-code absolute 

address isread and the number of tracks 

up to recorded TOC (read-in part)are com- 

puted by the pickup shift distance to start 

TOC read. 

*TOC (Table of Contents) 

Data concerning the music No. and mu- 

sical performance time period which is 

recorded at the disc inner circumference. 

tS 



e System Outline 

Unit control is performed by a system controller (IC 701: 

PD4074D). 

The system controller in the display unit controls the CD 

controller (IC 204: PD8019E) by using a communication line. 

The CD controller performs all CD player operations such 

as focus servo, tracking servo, basic play operations, and 

sequence control for the signal processing LSI group 

(CX20108, CX23035, etc.) related to search operations. 

Normally the system controller provides CD player sys- 

tem external interface as indicated below. 

e Key matrix sense and beep control 

e Display control 

e Loading system mechanism control 

e Power supply line monitoring and control such as for 

ACC, back up, etc. 

e High temperature sense and protective operation con- 

trol 

e CENTRATE, LC Il interface management 

Also, the system controller takes care of CD player 

functions (search, random play, scan, etc.). For example, 

in regard to the scan function, 

Press the Scan key 

A command is sent to |1C204 to search for the music 

of the present track No. (TNO). 

1C204 responds to a search termination command 

(indicates pickup was moved to subject track). 

A ‘‘Play command” is sent to |C204 for mute release 

and play operation entry. 

(During play operation, |C204 sends sequential time 

data.) 

1C701 monitors the sent time data. 

When 10 seconds are detected after play start, a 

search command is sent again to |C204 for the next 

TNO. | 

IC701 provides sequential control for 1C204 that only 

performs basic operations as mentioned above. Therefore, 

this unit is roughly divided into: 

¢ |C701 that controls the entire CD player. 

e |C204 that controls the pickup system servo. 

® Communication Bus 

The following provides an explanation of the dedicated 

communication bus that facilitates data exchange between 

the system controller (IC701) and the CD controller (IC 204). 

This communication bus consists of 7 lines which are 4 data 

lines (DO-D3), ACK, STB handshake lines and a bus request 

(BREQ) line. Data exchange is parallel 4-bit bi directional. 

ACK, STB handshaking is provided so that data transfer is 

confirmed. Also, the BREQ line is used to control the tim- 

ing for data string (play command, search comman<d, etc.) 

output. Generally, |C204 output is ‘‘L’’ periodic with a 

26 ms cycle (Fig. 27). 

—O 



Ordinary communication processing chart (com- 

mands sent from IC701 and responses received from 

1C204) 

1C7Q1 output 

Sis 

IC204 output 

ACK 

ACK level determines 

communication direction 

ae Response in about 30 us 

1C 204 output 

BREO as 
Communication line is 

active by 1C204 ‘'L"" 

‘) 
iC204 Max response time 1 ms. 

Opens BREQ at the same time. 

IC7O1 output 

BREO 

ic7O1 
Response does not necessarily occur, 
However, iC204 makes BREQ “'H'’ again for about 10 ms. 

rasponse time is optional. 

a eeerteenenntanannat 

1) Data format 

Data is sent by DO-D3 data lines. The instructions and 

request data sent by the system controller are called com- 

mands andresponse data sent by the CD controller is called 

a response. 

Command, response code allocation 

Contents Response 

G0: 0 0 | Resend request 

0 0 0 

0 0 NACK | Not acknowledged 

STAT STAT 

OPER 

Mechanism status 

Operation satus change. 

When operation is normal. 

Parameter set 

Operation status change. 

When operation is abnormal. 

PARAM 

Stop operation instruction 

Set up operation instruction 

PLAY 6) Play operation instruction 

SEARCH Search operation instruction 

FF ; ee ee ACK High speed forward operation 

instruction 

REV ; ee: es © ae ACK High speed reverse operation 

en 

instruction 

per eck —_ amet nok ants — 1 © i . 

ACK: Response signal that indicates acceptance. 

4 } 

\ i 
Nica Sen ok oe co J 

: ; 

’ i 

| oy = = ae | 

| mses | 

: 4 i 
" * \ 

Final data Response 

a ae \ Fe ON 
| \ i \ 

\ eomonmansmacemerneesan seen 

\ / \ i 
Ne sae: ast ce 5 aon | 

iC 204 makes BREQ ‘'H’’ to 

fates indicate that finai data is to be sent. 

IC701 makes BREQ ’’H" to 

indicate final data is sent 

| 

\ j 
ne J 

| se When response from 

{C204 is more than 2 words. 

rides 

Represenative examples of each command and response 

format are provided as follows. (Also, communication can 

be performed with other formats.) 

[Operation instruction command]([Operation parameter ]) © 

[Command response] [Asynchronous response] 

[Operation status data] 

This format is used when the system controller provides 

a certain operation instruction for the CD controller. When 

the CD controller receives a command, it immediately 

returns a command response depending on the controller 

status, and starts mechanism operation at the same time. 

Although communication is suspended once, the CD con- 

troller sends an asynchronous response to the system 

controller depending on a change in the mechanism opera- 

tion status, then it sends operation change data. Since 

operation change data is sent for an operation instruction 

command, that for an operation instruction command just 

sent is sent until a new operation instruction command is 

sent. The operation parameter that suceeds the operation 

command depends on a different operation command. When 

it is omitted, operation is prescribed by a previously 

determined default value or a value set by a parameter set 

command. 

[Status request command] 

[Mechanism status data] 

«+» [Synchronous response] 



When the system controller sends a status request 

command, the CD controller provides a direct synchronous 

response instead of a command response and a command 

response is omitted. In this case, mechanism status data is 

sent after a synchronous response. 

[Parameter set command][Parameter data] <-> [Command 

response] _ 

Format when CD controller parameter is set. 

When this command is received, the CD controller returns 

“’“ACK'’ unconditionally as a command response, and at the 

same time rewrites the internal CD controller parameter. 

e PARAM command 

PARAM, a parameter set comand, sets the following 

data. 

PARAM Parameter data Command response 

commmand | Tih OEE 0 

| 
F-GAIN DOWN 0 | 

F-GAIN UP je eerie, 

| 
gQ---—-4 NORMAL MODE 

Teor MODE | 

e STAT command 

STAT is a command sent by the system controller as a 

status send request. The CD controller responds with a syn- 

chronous STAT response and sends the following data. 

D3 D2 DI DO 

PE Te} —EE ele] LET TILL 
STAT command STAT response - Status Mode 

Status 

LI TL 
Sa SOF 00 

Ee ROS eySrORl OCKOrr” 0) 
data MISS LOCK 10 

LOCK I] 

Pi FOCIS Servo OPEN 0 
ULOSE | 

Tracking servo OPEN 0 

CLOSE | 
Mode 

i eR OE, 
| fore ee ee ee gl 

S | Contents | 
feet nnnenennnnd 

0 | STOP >: HEX 
ce 

|} 2) PLAY 
as a 

a SEARCH 
Re ena (SINR eee ee eee ee cee | 

4 | FF 

5 REV 

TJR ON | +--+ “Value during reset start 

* TJR: Tracking Jump Return 

e STOP command 

STOP command Command response OPER 

Asynchronous 

response 

Operation status data 

| Spindle STOP 00 

system data LOCK OFF OI 
MISS LOCK 10 

LOCK || 

Home NOT HOME 0 

position HOME | 

oe 



e SETUP command 

The SETUP command format depends on the mode set 

by PARAM. 

* Normal mode 

PE PLL 
SETUP command Data Command response OPER Data 

No TOC DATA request 9 — 

TOC DATA request | 

Data Semantics 

Status TOC data send mode (sent with a 26 ms cycle) 

iit —. § ward 

PMIN PSEC 

| 

POINT 

* Test mode 

PELE LL 
SETUP command Data Data($) Operation Data ($) Operation 

zZ Focus open 9 Carriage FWD 

3 Focus close | A Carriage REV 
ede: Reet Sao 

4 Tracking open CG PLAY 

Se ae eee ng i 

5 | Tracking close D | FWD jump 

6 | All servos on | = REV jump 

8 | Carriage off | 

*As a response format, one equivalent to the STAT response is 

sent when servo operation has been terminated. 

e PLAY command 

PLAY command Command response 
poco 

tn nnoooo 
NORMAL MODE 0 OPER MIN SEG AMIN ASEC 

THOT MODE | 

F-GAIN DOWN 0 

F-GAIN UP | 

TJR OFF 0 
TJR ON | 

As a response, 12 woad sub-code data is sent continu- 

ously to OPER. Also, the response is sent every second 

because it is sent only with a second change. However, it 

is sent immediately when the parameter is changed, or in 

other words when the music or index is changed. 

a3 



e SEARCH command 

PET ET ILL 
SEARCH command TNO AMIN ASEC 

01-99 Ordinary track No. search. AMIN, ASEC indicate the TOC content. 

00 Absolute address search up to the. target shown by AMIN, ASEC. 

Pl PLETE LO LOL 
Command response OPER DATA CODE TNO AMIN ASEC 

0 A target is reached 

| Search is terminated around the target area with time out. 

| 2 Requested TNO does not exist on the disc. 

3 \.3 Requested TNO does not exist on the disc. 

e FWD/REV command 

TPT} PE PLO COCO LOLO Lo 
wo command Command response eed TNO IX MIN AMIN ASEC 

0 10 times fast forward start | 

| 10 times fast reverse start 

A response is sent after OPER when it changes every 

26ms. When a parameter (TNO, IX, etc.) change occurs, 

it is sent immediately. 

e INT response 

An INT response can be accepted with any system 

controller operation status as an asynchronous response to 

notify the system controller that the CD controller has 

entered the STOP mode. 

INT DATA CODE 

0 Time out during carriage operation. 

| Focus cannot be closed. 

re Spindle cannot be locked. 

3 Sub-code cannot be read. 



e CD Controller (1C204) 

The servo IC CX20108 (IC 101) and digital processing 

IC CX23035 (IC201) are controlled by DATA, CLK, XLT, 
XRST outputted by the CD controller PD8019E (IC204) in 

which a SENS signal that matches the data content is out- 

putted to 1C204. The timing for DATA, CLK, XLT is shown 
in Fig. 28. 

DATA transfer is by 8 bit serial data. This data is latched 

by the XLT signal which executes the instruction. The XRST 
signal clears the IC shift register during ACC ON. 

The content of data to 1C101, 201 is as shown in the 

table below. 

Address 
Communicate to Kinds (command) 

Focus control 

1C101 CX20108| Tracking control 

Tracking mode 

Sync protection, 

attenuator control 

Counter set, lower 4 bits 

11C201 CX23035; Counter set, upper 4 bits 

CLV control 

CLV mode 

FS4 Focus on 

tk | 
ae ae ae 

FS3 F gain FS2 F search |FS1 F search 

down ON 

SENS terminal 

PZ 

Ape shock TG2 peers 

Tracking mode Sled mode 

GSEM GSEL WSEL ATTM an 

rere coer 
ea aS 

CLV mode 

Fes 

Ee? 

DiV 

FZC: Focus zero cross, AS: Anti shock, TZC: Tracking zero cross, Z : High impedance 

1) Focus control command 

Provides the focus search voltage in order to search for 

the zero cross point by moving the lens up and down. Out- 

puts the FZC signal (H to L) from the 1C101 SENS terminal 

at the zero cross point to fetch the focus lock timing. 

2) Tracking control command 

This command controls the tracking gain and brake 

circuit. 

The tracking gain is increased when TG1=TG2=1. 

TG1 changes the high pass compensation time constant 

by turning the phase compensation selection switch on. 

TG2 switches the high pass gain. When a large impact is 

detected inthe anti shock circuit, a sound skip is prevented 

by increasing the tracking gain. Also, during track jump, spot 

return is prevented by increasing the gain to realize a track 

jump. 

The antishock circuit consists of a window comparator 

(in 1C 101) for checking the tracking error signal magnitude 

by input from 1C101 terminal (19). When the entry of an 

error signallarger than the window occurs, player mechan- 

ical impact is detected and the servo gain is increased to 

keep the beam on the track. The anti-shock circuit functions 

25 

when D3=1. During this command, SENS output expresses 

AS (Anti Shock). If tracking error input exceeds the window 

size (large impact), AS=1 occurs. 

If 100 track jump or 10 track jump occurs during access, 

the brake circuit turns the tracking servo circuit on and off 

to stop the beam at a desired position quickly. The brake 

functions when D2=1. 



3) Tracking mode command 

This command is used to cause a jump pulse and fast 

forward pulse during access, and tracking servo and carriage 

servo ON/OFF. 

Tracking mode 
Operation 02 

Servo off 

Servo on 

FWD jump 

REV jump 

Carria or | Carriage mode | 
Operation co 

eee 
pe Tf eween [oe 

Fast REV 

Command Code 

4) Sync protection, attenuator control command 

GSEM|GSEL 

interpolated 

frames 

cae 
zeEe 
pepe pe 

fe NE aie ae 
a ae ee 
Zale NI Se 

Attenuation 

terminal (dB) 

(pin 19) 

Command Code 

e Sync protection (D3—D1) 

Although a data pattern (3T —11T) the same as a frame 

sync signal (24T) does not exist during recording, sometimes 

the same pattern is detected in data due to the influence 

of dropout and jitter. Also, on the other hand, since an origi- 

nal frame sync signal is not detected sometimes, protec- 

tion and interpolation as well as detection are necessary. 

Only the edge of the EFM signal latched by PLCK is input 

as “1'’ and the other part is input to the 23 bit shift register 

after conversion to ‘’0’’ to detect a frame sync signal. 

A window is provided to protect a frame sync signal, and 

the same pattern outside the window Is eliminated. When 

a frame sync signal does not exist in the window, interpo- 

lation is performed by a signal generated by the 588 octal 

counter (4.3218 MHz / 588 = 7.35 kHz). A 4 bit counter 

is provided that counts the number of interpolated frames. 

When this value reaches the number of frames selected by 

GSEL, GSEM, the window is ignored and the 4 bit counter 

is reset when the next frame sync signal occurs during which 

GTOP (pin 27) becomes ‘‘H’’. Also, the GFS terminal (pin 

28) becomes ‘‘H”’ while the frame sync signal generated 

by the 588 octal counter for interpolation is synchronized 

with the frame sync signal from the disc. 

The write request signal (WREQ) and timing such as the 

write frame clock (WFCK) are generated based on the pro- 

tected and iterpolated frame sync signal. 

e Attenuator (DO) 

A signal appears at the MUTG terminal (pin 19) from 

IC204 (CD controller). Muting or aes attenuation Is 

executed by a 2 bit signal. 

ae 



5) Counter set (lower bit, upper 4 bits) 

During access, a track count pulse enters the CNIN 

terminal (pin 17) from the 1C101 CSET terminal (pin 6). This 

command presets the counter preset value that counts the 

pulse. 

6) CLV control command and CLV mode command 

RFCK/4 and WFCK/4 | Phase comparison 

RFCK/8 and WFCK/8 | frequency during 

CLV-P mode 

BRECK o2 

RFCK/16 

| Bottom hold cycle 

during CLV-S, 

CLV-H mode. 

RFCK/4 

RFCK/2 

Peak hold cycle 

during CLV-S mode. | 

MDP terminal (pin 3) 

gain during CLV-S, 

CLV-H mode. 

CLV Control Command 

Miode (D3 — DO 

Kick | 1000 H 

BRAKE |1010 L 

CLS 4a Oo Cie 

CLV-H |} 1100 

CLv-P [1111 

These signal are commands that concern the CLV servo. 

IC204 (CD Controller) selects each CLV mode and sends 

a command to IC201. IC201 controls spindle motor rota- 

tion by the following output. 1C201 output is by the MDP 

terminal that controls the speed and phase synchronization, 

the MDS terminal that controls speed synchronization, the 

FSW terminal that performs filter constant switching, and 

the MON terminal that controls motor on/off. A signal that 

matches each motor is applied to the spindle control circuit 

for these terminals. 

Usually each control signal outputted from 1C201 during 

play has amodulated pulse width. These signals are applied 

to the spindle servo circuit (IC203) before application to the 

PWM driver (IC 104) to stabilize operation. The spindle servo 

Circuit consists of a low pass filter with |C203, R206, 207, 

C205, 204 which converts a signal (pulse) to DC. D201-203 

are connected to IC203 output through R210. This circuit 

is a limiter that prevents excessive motor current flow when 

a signal becomes abnormally large and is set so that the 

PWM driver (1C104) output duty range does not become 

100%. When |!C203 output becomes a large positive value, 

als 

MDP (pin3)IMDS 

zo 

ctv-a 10110) SLYS lz or cLv-P} Lorz 
CLV-P 

CLV Mode Command 

{pin 3 bias (pin 1)/MON(pin 2); 

T~ |} 

Zz 

— |) rm) eT mi Eis (a Ree Han ee ae a 

N ae 

Z: High impedance 

D202, 203 are turned on and are fixed at +2.5 to 2.7V. 

When it becomes a large negative value, D201 is turned on 

and is fixed at —O.5 to —0O.7V. 

e STOP mode 

During this mode, the +5V D/D convertor (IC601) 

operates and the spindle motor does not rotate (during 

EJECT, etc.). In regard to each IC201 output, MDP="‘L”’, 

MDS ="2", FSW ="‘L"", and MON ="L"". IC203 pin 1 out- 

put is OV (SPDD). Also, the MON pin is connected to 1C 104 

pin 15. When this terminal becomes ‘‘H’’, the spindle driver 

operates. When it is ‘‘L’’, no output occurs (to prevent driver 

operation by the 1C203 offset voltage). 



Disc load or 

* KICK mode 

In this mode, when the spindle motor shifts from a stop 

status to an operation status, it is forced to operated (for- 

ward rotation) so that PLL pull in can be easily performed. 

Pin 1(SPDD) of IC203 becomes +4 or + 5V which is applied 

to 1C104. Sinee MON =H”, 1C104 operates. 

e¢ BRAKE mode 

In this mode, when motor stop is required during spin- 

die motor forward rotation, a voltage reverse to the forward 

rotation is applied to the motor to reduce motor rotation 

rapidly to stop the motor quickly. IC203 pin 1 (SPDD) 

becomes —3 or —4V. After low speed motor rotation is 

detected by the signal from 1C201 pin 18 SENS terminal, 

IC 204 stops sending the BRAKE command. 

+x Normal mode 

release key 

e CLV-S mode (S:SPEED) 

Rough servo mode used when EFM-PLL circuit lock is 

released during rotation start, track jump, etc. 

e CLV-H mode | 

Used when the RF signal has an intermittent status such 

as during high speed search. 

e CLV-P mode 

Ordinary play mode used during PLL lock. 

e CLV-A mode 

When the CLV-P mode becomes unstable due to vibra- 

tion and disc scratches, or when track jump (several tracks) 

occurs, a switch is made to the CLV-S mode, then an 

automatic switch is made to the CLV-P mode when disc 

rotation and PLL are stabilized. 

Repeats CLV-P and CLV-S mode 

i Ss esse 1 BRAKE 

CLV-S . CLV-P 

es . ; Search 
Power supply ON Vibration (track jump meme — r—> EJECT key ON 

(D/D convertor ON) scratches ———__-——“_ ary, i—» Release key ON 

(Focus close) 
O.5second) PLAY PLAY 

Fig. 29 

Fig. 29 Spindie motor control mode selection 

vx Test mode 

STOP KICK Gives. ets. eee ae ater ees 

CLV-S CLV-P 

Power supply ON 

(REL Key) 

Focus search 

(TR-Key) 

(Focus close) 

Tracking close 

(SCAN Key) 

a pobeals CLV-P, CLV-S 

CLV-S | BRAKE STOP 

Track 

juMp, 
scratch. Tracking open 

ma (SCAN Key) 
Pacol Focus open 

(TR-Key) 

Fig. 30 Spindle motor, control mode switching 
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© RF Amplifier (IC 1:CX20109) 

Vcc DVCC ASY VSEL EFM 

AUTO ASYMMETRY 
CONTROL AMP 

y 
EFM COMPARATOR i 

PEAK HOLD MIRROR 
AMP 

Hl 

RFE SUMMING AMP | 
FOCUS OK < 

COMPARATOR | | 

FOCUS OK | 

| AMP | ae 

| ; 

{ 

A circuit that processes the 3 spot pickup output signal 

and provides a signal to the next step, servo section, 

demodulator section and servo controller. 

1) RF amplifier 
Photo diode current input to pin 5, 6 is converted to I-V 

by the RF !-V amplifier. Also, summation by the RF sum- 

ming amplifier (A+B+C+D) is output to pin 3. 

2) EFM comparator 

The RF binary signal input by pin 2 is output to pin 20 

as an EFM signal. Since asymmetry that occurs due to 

uneven disc manufacture cannot be removed just by AC 

coupling, the 50% probability of a 1, O binary EFM signal 

is used to control the reference voltage of the EFM compa- 

rator. 

3) Focus error amplifier 

The RF I-V amplifier (1) output (A + C) and RF I-V amplifi- 

er (2) output (B+D) difference is provided as focus error 

signal (A +C—B-—D) output from pin 16. 

ao 

MIRR TE FE FE © FE® VEE 

MIRROR | 
COMPARATOR | | 

FOCUS ERROR 
MERGE ke | | AMP 

{ 

= Saree: 

TRACKING ERROR AMP 

+ 

wr & i-V AMP 

el 

EFB 

Fig.-31 

4) Tracking error amplifier 

Side spot photo diode current input to pin 8, 11 is con- 

verted to I-V by the E, F |-V amplifier. Also, the E, F I-V am- 

plifier difference used by the tracking error amplifier is 

provided as tracking error signal (E—F) output from pin 17. 

5) Focus OK circuit 

This circuit provides the timing window which turns the 

focus servo on from a focus search status. In regard to the 

Focus OK signal (an RF comporator signal), when pin 3 

becomes more than 0.4V, pin 1 becomes ‘‘H’’. 

6) Mirror circuit 

Peak and bottom hold occurs after the pin 2 RFI signal 

is amplified. A DC reproduced envelope signal is obtained 

by differential amplification of the peak/bottom hold signals. 

This signal is compared to a signal in which 2/3 of the peak 

value is peak held with a large time constant to obtain mirror 

output. Since the mirror signal becomes ‘‘L’’ ona disc track 

and ‘‘H’’ between tracks (mirror part), the track difference 

is detected when the pickup crosses a track. Also, ‘’H”’ out- 

put occurs during defect detection. 



® D/A Convertor (1C301) and Integrator (IC302) 

IC301 is used to convert 16 bit data to a current signal. 

1C301 receives each signal (DATA, LRCK, WDCK, BCLK) 

from IC201 to extract data. Current (1 OUT L, R) output 

occurs from count start until the count becomes zero. In 

regard to IC302 operation, current output from IC301 

charges condensor C310, 311 connected between the (—) 

input terminal (pin 6, 2) and the output terminal (pin 7, 1). 

Then voltage that matches this is outputted from IC302 (pin 

7, 1) as current conversion to voltage. 

When current from IC301 stops, |C302 output holds the 

voltage. 

However, since new data entry is continuous, the hold 

voltage must return to OV. Therefore, C310, 311 are dis- 

charged by Q301, 302 before new data is extracted. In 

regard to discharge timing, it is provided as DCL, DCR out- 

put by 1C301. The output of |C302 varys between OV and 

ANY) {Fig.- $2): 
It is as shown in Fig. 32 during non-signal (— dB) 

reproduction. Audio signal operation is with a 2V offset. 

AV 

Fig: 32 

16201 € | , | | Y | 
LRCK a 

Ic201 8 
) 
oo ( 

Note (Only L ch) 

+5V 

IC301 @ av 

DCL 

eto, 

IC301 78) t: IOUTL output block 

iOUTL 

Cannot be 

actually observed 

IC302 @ 

Output voltage 
4V max 

OV During OdB signal reproduction 

10302 @ 2 
Output voltage eV 

OV During non-signal (— dB) reproduction 

Fig. 34 

30 



® Deglitch (IC303) and Sample Hold (1C304) 

Circuit the Following Gives Description for L-ch 

Only. 

IC302 signal output is connected to the IC304 (—) in- 

put terminal through R306 and the IC303 switch. In regard 

to the |C303 switch, pin 15 and 1 are turned on by the LRCK 

“'H’’ section output from IC201. Pin 15 and 2 are turned 

on by the ‘‘L’’ section, the signal from R306 drops to GND 

and the IC304 (—) input terminal is opened. 

An approximate circuit when IC303 pin 15 and 1 are 

turned on is as shown in Fig. 35. At that time, the circuit 

functions as an ordinary amplifier. 

Fig. 35 

During a non-signal 

iIC302 | 
output ° | 

oV+ 

During a signal 

Ay | 

LRCK 

IC304 

output 

IC304 

output 

(actual) 

OV 

IC302 output voltage Is increased by this amplifier gain 

to become IC 304 output (180° phase deviation). 

Next, the IC303 switch becomes as shown in Fig. 35 

when pin 15 and 2 become on. 

IC302 is separated from IC304. However, since C318 

is charged by the previous output voltage, the voltage is held 

between this. 

Also, |C302 output is offset +2V, negative voltage is 

applied by R308, R310 and C314 so that the offset is can- 

celled. |C304 functions as an adder with OV output. There 

is a +/— audio signal shift centered on OV. 

R314 
Beye eee te Me = 

| |} | 

| C318 

R306 2 
A 

| a 
| 304 z ROI 

m fH TH 

IC304 | 
output | 

=> ov 
| 

> ov <= 
| 

Fig. 37 

ask tie ee 

IC302 

output | / | / | VA 

See, 

Pe 

There is a difference between the hold voltage and previous 

voltage influenced by a slight discharge of C318 and the IC 

offset voltage. 

S4 

Fig. 38 



e Low Pass Filter (IC305, 306) (LPF) 

Since there is excessive spectral density in IC304 out- 

put, the frequency component in areas other than the audi- 

ble zone is eliminated by an LPF provided with 6dB gain as 

well as an internal deemphasis circuit so that deemphasis 

ON/OFF can be controlled by applying +5V or —5V to pin 

3. In regard to deemphasis ON/OFF, lead-out is performed 

by adisc sub-code, and signal output is by IC204 (CD con- 

troller). However, since IC204 output is OV and 5V, the 

iIC303 switch is controlled through Q307, then the switch 

selected voltage is applied to pin 3 of IC305. (Since IC305 

pin 3 requires current, the Q307 collector cannot be directly 

connected. ) 

® PLL Circuit 

ri 
C4M 

ae L201 | D204 

C207 C209 
poc-cccO 

Oscillation section 

This circuit is used to extract the EFM signal reproduction 

clock. The phase of the signal produced by the oscillation 

section and that of the EFM signal are compared, then the 

IC201 (PDO) pin 11 output result is amplified for applica- 

tion to the varicap (D204) anode. |C203 output is usually 

set for —0.5V during play. (Measured by a tester and mil- 

livolt meter. When it is measured by an oscilloscope, the 

voltage is seldom set because of overlapping high pass 

noise.) 

When oscillation circuit frequency is high, the output is 

high (—0.5V > OV > +2V) and when it is low, the output 

is low (—0.5V > —3V). The oscillation frequency is usual- 

iC20| 

= 

e |solator (IC307) and Mute Circuit 

The isolator is used to cancel noise that occurs on the 

GND line of the connection cable when it is connected to 

a cassette deck. GIN is the unit ground and GOUT is con- 

nected so that it drops to the GND level of the cassette deck. 

When a CDX-2 audio signal is checked, this is performed 

by shorting GIN and GOUT or by shorting DIN cord pin 3 

and the external side (wire mesh). 

CX23035 

Control section 
Fig..39 

ly 8.643 MHz during play. However, if a measuring instru- 

ment is directly connected to the oscillation section, the 

circuit becomes unstable. Therefore precautions should be 

taken. 

Also, PLL circuit lock or non-lock can be confirmed by 

IC201 pin 28 (GFS). When it is ‘“H"’, a lock status occurs 

and when it is ‘‘L’’, a non-lock status occurs. When PLL lock 

does not occur, |IC203 output is ina range from Oto —1V. 

Je 



e Key Scan 

Positive pulse sequential output occurs from |1C/701 

(PD4074D) pin 35— 37 (KS1—KS8) with the timing shown 

in Fig. 40 when “‘L’’ voltage is applied to IC701 pin 2 

(VSENSE). 
Data is read from IC 701 pin 18—21 (KDO—KDS8) with 

‘‘H'’ key scan timing which identifies a key that was 

pressed. When no key is pressed, usually pins 18—21 are 

all ““L’’. 

e Display 

The FL driver is built into IC 701, which provides a direct 

FL display. 

IC701 output is provided by the 9 grid output timing of 

pins 42—50 and the 8 segment output timing of pins 

27—34. Also, since V—(-— 30V) is applied to pin 51, and 

pins 42 —50 and 27 — 34 are pulled down to — 30V, an out- 

put swing from — 30V to + 5V can. be obtained, and FL is 

lit with grid and ‘‘H’" segment timing. Aiso, — 22.5V biased 

with 1.8Vrms AC is applied to the FL fiiament. 

e AUX control circuit 

When voitage (12V) is applied to the external contre! 

input DIS Bline, Q704 is turned on and iC 701 pin 6 becomes 

‘““L’’ which stops all operations until Q704 is turned off and 

® Search Mode 

In regard to the search sequence, three steps (cross count 

search, step search, cueing step) are performed by a com- 

bination that depends on the situation. 

* Cross count search (Fig. 41) 

Computation of the shift direction and number of tracks 

is based on the present address and subject address to be 

searched. 

When a command is sent to 1C101 for tracking open, 

spindle CLV-H mode entry and the carriage voltage shifts 

toward a desired direction, carriage feed is by 1C105 (car- 

riage driver). Cross pulse output occurs from IC101 CNT 

(pin 6) every time one track is crossed and is sent to 1C201. 
Next 1/256 frequency divided pulse output occurs from 

SENS (pin 18) of 1C201 which is counted by IC204 (CD con- 

troller). When a prescribed track is crossed, reverse carriage 

drive occurs to apply a brake and to stop the pickup. (Since 

33 

pin 6 becomes ‘‘H” again. At that time, I1C701 pin 54 

becomes ‘‘L’’, 0707, 706 become off and the AUX +B out- 

put becomes “’L”’. 

AUX +B output indicates unit operation. When the player 

iS operational, it is on together with Q706, 707 which pro- 

vide ACC +B output. However, when independent player 

operation stops by an external operation stop command or 

by disc eject, ‘’L’’ output occurs from IC701 pin 54, and 

Q706, 707 become off which stops AUX +8 output. 

The iLL line is a control line that lights night illumination 

oy synchronizing with external units which are directly con- 

nected to the illumination circuit. When illumination is lit by 

tne ILL line, 1C 701 pin 5 becomes ‘‘H’’ which reduces the 

display scan duty and performs dimmer operation. 

cross count search feed is with 256 track units, the frac- 

tion is shifted by a 128 track jump and multi jump.) 

After braking is terminated, tracking close and tracking 

brake on occur and the spindle motor is changed to the 

CLV-A mode. Next, after 100ms, tracking brake off and car- 

riage close occur and the present address is read in again. 

The number of tracks that are sent is computed again based 

on this address and the subject address. This operation is 

repeated until a subject address is reached. When a sub- 

ject address is reached, shift to the final cueing step occurs. 

(In the last address search, a cueing step is not performed 

which terminates the search.) 

The cross count search mentioned above can only be 

used when a subject address is known which is restricted 

to TOC data use and during search to the last address mem- 

ory location. For a case other than that mentioned above, 

a step search (mentioned below) is performed. 



Search command 

Fraction track 

| Track 
Search while counting tracks SS fount fo 

128 jump search 

Multi-jump 
tasset 

DISC 

Target address 

Remaining tracks 

(256 tracks or less) 

Remaining tracks 

computed 

Fig. 41 Cross count search (When the target address is known) 

e Step search (Fig. 42) 

The basic pickup shift method and brake output method are 

the same as that for cross count search. Step search is per- 

formed when a subject address is unknown. Since the num- 

ber of tracks up to the subject address cannot be computed, 

a certain value is set and the target is reached step by step. 

First, the number of tracks is set as 768 (256 x 3) to shift 

the pickup, then the address is checked. The pickup is shift- 

ed by 768 tracks each time by repeating this until the target 

is passed. When the target is passed, the pickup shift is 

reduced to 1/2 that of the original shift, then the pickup Is 

shifted again by reversing the shift direction. This proce- 

dure is repeated by reducing the shift to 1/2 that of the previ- 

ous shift every time the target is passed and by reversing 

the shift direction. After this, a shift is made to the cueing 

step. 

Move 768 tracks 768 168 

Search command 

* Cueing step 

The spindle motor quartz servo is out of sync because the 

pickup was rapidly shifted in a radial disc direction due to 

cross count search and step search. Therefore it is neces- 

sary to terminate the search operation before the original 

subject address and shift to the play mode because a quartz 

servo pull in margin must be obtained and mute release 

timing must be checked. 

Also, in regard to cross count search, since the reliabili- 

ty precision of data recorded on TOC is only 1 second even 

if pickup shift precision is improved, it is necessary to per- 

forma fine adjustment of the pickup position when it shifts 

to the play mode. Therefore, when a subject address is 

reached, a 3-track jump back is performed during play. If 

INDEX = 0 exists, MUTE is released 1 second before the sub- 

ject address to shift to play, and if INDEX =O does not exist, 

MUTE is released at the subject address. 

DISC 

Target address 

Fig. 42 Step search (When distance to target address is unknown) 
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Search Track count 

start termination 

Carriage During pickup feed 

OPEN/CLOSE 

Carriage 
Carriage iF °)0CO*™C~CSsé‘s™SOSOSCOCS brake 10 
FWD/REV sacle 

VA Tracking pull in 

Tracking 

OPEN/CLOSE Tracking spindle 

pull in margin 

! 100ms 

Tracking a 

BRAKE Gee 

Spindle 

mode 

COUNT 

Fig. 43 Track, count sequence 

® Protective operation during search 

lf the pickup jumps to the mirror face of the disc while 

it is being shifted, erroneous operation might occur. There- 

fore, it is necessary to provide quick pickup return to the 

inner circumference area where data is recorded. To accom- 

plish this with 1C204, the MIRR signal is checked with 1ms 

intervals while pickup shift occurs. When MIRR = “‘H"' con- 

tinues for 15ms, the projection of the pickup onto the mir- 

ror face is judged, the pickup shift direction is reversed, and 

a 100 track cross pulse count occurs to confirm that it has 

returned to the data face. Next, pickup shift stops, address 

read in occurs and and search continues. When the count 

is not terminated after 1 second has passed, it shifts to the 

STOP mode by judging that the servo system is abnormal, 

then it shifts to the set up mode again. 

Also, when search cannot be performed after 10 seconds 

have passed due to an abnormality, stop occurs and the disc 

is ejected. 

So 



e Play Mode 

The mode used for ordinary music playback. When no 

abnormality exists, active operation is not performed but 

monitoring of each part is performed in which the represena- 

tive pin status is as follows. 

IC204 

Pin 21 AMUTE “°L”’ 

Pin 22 XRST “'H"’ 

Pin 31 MUTG “L" 

Pin 2 CBRAKE ‘‘H”’ 

In regard to monitoring, the address of the reproduced 

location obtained by the FOK signal, GFS signal and the sub 

code is monitored once every 26ms. Also, Carriage servo 

OPEN/CLOSE and emphasis ON/OFF switching is performed. 

The FOK signal indicates focus or out of focus to detect an 

abnormal focus servo system. If the FOK signal is “‘L’’ for 

100ms, it is judged that the focus servo system is abnor- 

mal, then it shifts to the STOP mode. 

The GFS signal indicates spindle PLL circuit lock or no 

lock to detect an abnormal spindle system. IF the GFS sig- 

nal is ‘‘L’’ for more than 2 seconds, it is judged that the spin- 

dle system is abnormal, then it shifts to the STOP mode. 

When a sound jump occurs during play reproduction due 

to asudden shock, the pickup can be returned to an address 

that continues to the address just before the sound jump 

occured so that reproduction can continue and abnormal 

e Address read out by a sub code 

In regard to sub code Q-channel demodulation, SCOR, 

WFECK, SUBO signal output by the signal processing IC 

(1C201) is read out by IC204 to perform a CRC check. 

SCOR is a synchronous 98 bit 1-frame sub code signal 

while WECK is a serial clock for the 98 bit sub code, and 

SUBQ is sub code OQ channel control data. Fig. 44 shows 

the timing for these signals. 

|36u 

ae 96 bit portion 

WFCK LLP LY] 

SYNC pulse 

SCOR | | | 

SUBQ Q-data 

Fig. 44 Sub code read out timing 

music reproduction can be performed. In regard to reproduc- 

tion address monitoring, the reference address to be read 

out next is internally computed based on the reproduction 

position address that was read during play. When the 

address is read out next, the internally generated address 

is compared to the address that was actually read out. As 

a result, if a difference of more than 1 second exists 5 times 

continuously, it is judged that sound jump occurred due to 

some reason, and the reference address is searched as a 

target address. 

To operate the function for sound jump return by monitor- 

ing the address of the reproduction location, it is necessary 

for the sub-code to be read correctly. Therefore, the sub 

code is checked during play to see if it can be read or not. 

When it cannot be read 16 times continuously, a shift is 

made to the STOP mode. 

The purpose of carriage servo OPEN/CLOSE selection is 

to conserve power. When the pickup lens is near the center, 

servo open occurs and when it deviates from the center, 

servo close occurs which moves the carriage to move the 

lens relatively toward the center against the pickup. 

Emphasis ON/OFF selection is performed to change the 

frequency characteristics of the reproduction system by 

matching the music emphasis ON/OFF during reproduction 

which is switched according to sub code data that was read 

in. 

As evident in this figure, SCOR =H wait occurs and SUBO 

data is read in with 96 bits at the WFCK rising edge at the 

frame sync point, then a CRC check is performed and the 

sub code is fetched. Since 1 cycle of WFCK is 136 us, and 

the sub code consists of 98 bit data including the SCOR sync 

pattern, about 13.3 ms is necessary for a one time fetch 

of the sub code. 

DATA 

Fig. 45 Serial data output timing 
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e FF, REV Mode 

A fast feed mode. In the FF mode, ‘’sub code read once 

as a 2—7 track jump’’ is repéated toward the outer circum- 

ference, and inthe REV mode, it is repeated toward the inner 

circumference. In regard to the number of tracks, 7 tracks 

are provided on the inner circumference and 2 tracks are 

provided on the extreme outer circumference so that the 

fast feed speed becomes constant at both the outer and 

inner circumference. When the FF mode exists at the 

extreme outer circumference, it shifts to the Play mode by 

a return to the extreme inner surface even if the REV mode 

exists. Also, when TR and index changes occur in the FF, 

REV mode, a shift to the Play mode occurs at this point. 

e Protective Operation 

1) When a disc is pulled out during loading and the disc 

switch is closed, the eject operation occurs. 

2) When the REAR switch is not closed 6 seconds after load- 

ing has started, the eject operation occurs. 

3) When the servo system has trouble and does not recover 

after 15 seconds have passed, the eject operation occurs. 

4) When an operation does not terminate within 7.5 

seconds after the eject (loading) operation has started, 

the loading (eject) operation occurs. 

When section 4 operation occurs 4 times continuously, 

the mechanism enters a stop status. If the eject key is 

pressed during this status, the eject operation starts. 

6) When loading is performed by inserting a new disc to 

enter the set up mode, if servo close has not occurred, 

focus cannot be performed or tracking cannot be closed, 

it shifts to the eject operation after finding that the back 

of the disc is being read. Since disc reload is not accepted 

in this case, when loading is performed again, it must 

be performed after removing the disc once. 

Ci 

7) When the focus shifts and the servo system has trouble 

such as spindle miss lock, if the servo system does not 

recover to anormal status after 15 seconds have passed, 

the disc is ejected by a judgement that continuous vibra- 

tion is applied to the set. 

8) If the status does not change after 10 seconds have 

passed when a Carriage shift is attempted such as when 

the carriage mechanism does not move or search does 

not occur, the disc is ejected by a judgement that the 

Carriage mechanism has trouble. 

9) When data cannot be exchanged continuously 3 times 

during communication, the disc is ejected by a judgement 

that a communication error has occurred. 

10) When the temperature detection circuit detects a 

high temperature and makes !C701 pin 7 (TEMP) low, 

‘“HH HHHH”’ is displayed in a high temperature detec- 

tion protective operation which turns the DC/DC 

converter (IC601) off to enter a release status. When 

TEMP returns to a HIGH status, play is reopened at the 

address just before release. 
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@ Power Supply Assy 

IC601: KHA803 

GND 

POWER | 

@ Main Assy 

IC303: TC4053BF 

SWITCH ; 

Y- on 

COMMON COMMON 

z 

ANALOG SWITCH 

oO 

4c 

pa 

+V OUT 

Ie 

- 
LOGIC LEVEL CONVERTER 

TC4053BF is a 2 channel x 3 multiplexer that enables an 

analog signal, digital signal selection and combination. 

The corresponding switch of each channel is turned on by 

a control terminal digital signal. 

Truth Table for TC4053 BF 

“ON” channel 

Ox, OY, 02 i 

H 1X, OY, OZ 
: ? 

H L L OX, OY, 12 

H L H 1x OY AZ 

ac 1X, 1Y, 12 

IC7102, 103, 203, 307: MSZ218FP 

V+ OUT -IN +IN 



IC302, 304: M5221FP(NJMO72M) IC401: M54546L 

V+ OUT -IN +IN 

Veenw2 
Vee-! Veer! 0-2 1-1 GND GNO 1-2 6-1 Vee-2 

IC2: IR3CO5 

Vec2 Velen cp ae VIN ve IR3CO5 Terminal Function 

Laser diode constant light output drive IC 

Pin name Function and operation 

Output Output 

Ground 

Control input (ON/OFF), 

thermal shutoff 
i 

Operation signal output. ‘'H” 

during operation, ‘‘L" during 

stop. 

Phase compensation 

Control (+) power supply 

Output (+) power supply 

1C104, 105: PA3021A 
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PA3021A Terminal Functions 

PWM driver 

Pin name 1/0 

2 BYPASS 

MOUT+ Output 

4 MOUT— Output 

5 AOUT+ Output 

6 AQUT— Output 

7 DGND 

8 

9 Vref Output 

10 AIN Input 

11 MIN Input 

12 vee: 
peer eenenr—nennnnnensinnnneneatnetfitenentntneaanrattnntatttt annette Re 

13 AGND 

i 14 CONT Input 

1S BRAKE 

*{C204 : PD8019E 

C5 
Ke 

Oo o 2 0 
eS e 

7 

NC | 34 

DBO] 35 

DBI 

DBL Si 

DB3| 38 

VDD { 39 | 

BREQ]| 40 

ote) 

ACK | 42 

NC | 43 

HOME | 44 

41 

VCC2 +5V power supply 

Function and operation 

ACC power supply 

iC reference voltage ripple filter condensor connection terminal 

Motor driver positive output terminal 

Motor driver negative output terminal 

Actuator driver positive output terminal 

Actuator driver negative output terminal 

Power step GND terminal 

IC stabilizing supply output terminal 

Actuator system analog signal input terminal 

Motor system analog signal input terminal 

Chopping waveform condensor connection terminal 

Small signal system GND terminal 

Circuit operation status, standby status selection terminal. Active ‘’H”. 

Motor system operation, non-operation (STOP) selection terminal. Active ’‘L’’. 

/C’s marked by * are MOS type. 

Be careful in handling them because they are very 

liable to be damaged by electrostatic induction. 
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PD8019E Terminal Function 
CD controller 

10 TeESt 

11 FOK 

We DIRC 
eee ennnneerrtnnentnennnertcnstenrttae rater A 

1S CLK 

DATA 

Output 

Output 

rig — 

Output 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Input — op) 

SCOR Input NO 
: 

SUBQ Input 

Wi N 
‘ 

NC 

MUTG 

32 — 34 NC 

DBO — DB3 

Output 

1/0 

Function and operation 

Carriage motor brake terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. ‘““L"’: Brake ON. 

Clock oscillation terminal. 4MHz 

Clock oscillation terminal 

\Creset terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. ‘’L’’: Reset ON. ‘‘H’’ = Reset OFF. 

Mirror signal input terminal. Input port with latch. ‘““H”: Mirror face, between 

tracks, 

Input | Normal mode/chip check mode selection terminal. Input port with latch, 

Input FOCUS OK signal input termianl. Input port with latch. ‘°H"”: Secu: 

Output Single jump control terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Output Serial data transmission clock output. N-ch open drain with pull up. = 

Output Serial data output. Nech Open drain with pull up. Controls CX20108 and €x23038| 

Input Chip checking command input terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

GND 

Input Sense signal input terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Input Sense signal input terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Serial data latch pulse. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Audio signal mute. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Reset terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. Resets the shift registers, CX20108, 

CX23035. 

Emphasis ON/OFF selection terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

““H’’: Emphasis ON. 

Error correction NG monitor input terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Jitter extraction RAM overflow. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Spindle lock detection. N-ch open drain with pull up. ““H’ during spiadie lock, 

Sub code read out clock. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Sub code sync. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Sub code data. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Signal processing mute. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Communication data bus. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Power supply terminal. +5V 



Pin No. Pin name 

40 BREQ 

41 STB 

42 

493 

a a 

ACK 

1/0 

Input/Output 

Input 

Output 

Function and operation 

Communication control line. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

® Data link control. 

Communication bus is enabled by ‘‘L”’ status entry from an ‘’H” status. At the 

same time, the communication mode is determined by the ACK output level. 

ACK Communication mode 

rales Indicates that PD8019 can accept a command. 

Response for STB output from PD4074D with 

Ims maximum, 

"HY" | Indicatesa data send request status for 

PD4074D, 

The wait time from this status until a response 

by PD4047D is 5ms maximum. 

® Handshake control 

When a data string is sent, ‘‘L’’ output occurs simulaneously with first data 

sending, and ‘’H” output occurs with last data sending to indicate data string 

termination. 

Communication control line 

@ Handshake control. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Communication direction (PD4074D — PD8019E) 

Indicates that PD4074D data output at the rise of this signal is effective. 

Communication direction (PD8019E — PD4074D) 
Incicates that data output at the rise of this signal was accepted by PD4074D. 

Communication control line. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

@ Data link control 

The communication mode is determined by the level of this signal. 

@ Handshake control 

Communication direction (PD4074D — PD8019E) 

Outputs ‘‘H’’ which indicates that data output by PD4074D was accepted. 

Communication direction (PD8019E — PD4074D) 

Outputs ‘’L”’ which indicates that data output for PD4074D is effective. 

HOME switch detection terminal. N-ch open drain with pull up. 

Terminal that determines the pickup home position. 

Home position: Location where this terminal changes from ‘“’L” to ““H”, 
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CX20108 Terminal Functions 

Focus, tracking, carriage servo IC 

Pin No. Pin name 1/O Function and operation 

1 | PZ Output Tracking amplifier gain selection terminal. Becomes open or GND level. 

2 | TA+ Input Amp 2 (tracking amp) non-inverted input. Tracking error signal input. 

3 FEO Output. Amp 4 (tracking amp) output. Tracking error signal output. 

4 TE-— Input Amp 4 (tracking amp) inverted input. 

| 5 SENSE Output Outputs an IC status that corresponds to the DATA address. (Changes with 

addres content of internal serial resgister.) 

ee COUT Output Track number counting signal output during high speed access. 

8 DATA Input 

9 XLT Input 

11 MIRR Input 
__—____+-—— a om 

ba TZ Input 

13 | Tee Input 

14 | ISET 

| see ne nencnerenesmrrtat etitrenamanenemsen meena Cet ten se meat ect 

| 15 VCC 
pce cea aoe ER ENE RE PENN ESTE ert er Pret SRI ee eT 

j 16 SRCH 

L _ } 

Clears all internal registers when ‘“L”. 

Serial data input from CD controller (1C204). 

Inputted by LSB. DO—D7. 

DATA latch (The content of the internal serial shift register is transferred to a 

latch that was address-decoded.) Transferred with ‘L’’. Since it is not an edge 

trigger, it is necessary to return it to H after execution. 

DATA transfer clock. Data transferred at the trailing edge. 

Mirror signal input from RF amplifier. 

Tracking zero cross. Tracking error signal is inputted with a C coupler. Although 

the time constant is determined by the 1 track jump situation, it is usually about 

2 kHz. 

Tracking error signal input. 

Current value setting that determines the focus search voltage, tracking jump 

voltage and the carriage feed voltage. 

Power supply terminal. Usually +5V. 
eee nnn meena eee naninesanstemssamemnseinnti Hr 

Connects a condensor that determines the focus search charge and discharge 

waveform time constant. 
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Power supply terminal. —5V 

18 Input Focus amplifier gain selection terminal. OPEN or GND level. 

19 ATSC | Input Terminal that inputs data that indicates mechanical shock was applied to the 

player. Tracking error input through BPF. 

20 Input Focus error signal input. 

Output Amp 1 output. Focus error signal output. 

23 SLO Output Amp 3 output. Carriage servo signal output. 7 

24 SL—- Input Amp 3 invert input. 

25 Slt | Input Amp 3 non-invert input. Carriage servo signal input. 

26 | DIRC Input Utilized during 1 track jump. Usually ‘’H’’. WHen ’‘L” reverses the track jump 

pulse direction. Set to a normal tracking mode by ‘‘H”’. 

When TZC rise and fall detection occurs, it is ‘’L’’ for a certain period of time. 

Amp 2 output. Tracking error signal output. 

Amp 2 invert input. Tracking error signal input. 

Tracking amp gain selection terminal. Becomes OPEN cr GND level. 

GND terminal 

* 1C1: CX20109 
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CX20109 Terminal Functions 

RF amplifier 

1 FOK Output Allows focus servo output. Active ‘’H’’. PNP open collecter. 

2 RFI Input RF summing amp output is C coupled for input. 

3 RFO Output RF summing amp output. Eye pattern test point. a ee ee 
4 ‘RF— Input RF summing amp invert input. CR return connection to (3) — (4). 

5 PD1 | Input RF I-V amp (1) invert input. Connects to PIN diode B+D for current input. 



| 1/O Function and operation Pin name 

PDZ _——- Input RF I-V amp (2) invert input. Connects to PIN diode A+C for current input. a 

ND. Small signal nnaioasycters GND. ; 

ali Input : E |-V amp invert input. Connects to PIN diode E for current input, 

Output | E |-V amp output. CR return connection to (8) — (9). 

Output F |-V amp output. CR return connection to (10) — (11). 

7 Input F |-V amp invert input. Connects to PIN diode F for current input. 7 

Negative power supply. —5V. 

eu a Focus error amp non-invert input. Low pass CR connection. i 

Input PG Focus error amp invert input. — 

Output. | Focus error amp output. CR return connection to (15) — (16). 

Output | Tracking error amp output. 

to +5V. 

0 GND CIN Cc IN C OUT DC BIAS) DCL O GND A GND A VEE NC fouTL 1 OUT R I SET OCR 

HET OISCHARGE 
REGISTER, DRIVE (L) 

LATCH 
COUNTER CONSTAN‘ 

| CURRENT 

Ro DISCHARGE 
DRIVE (R) 

t 
1. 

TTL-ECL 
INTERFACE 

7s . 
ANALOG SWITCH 

DRIVE 

0 VEE SUB TESTI vcc TEST2 LATCH LRCK WCLK BCLK DIN LRCK OUT CC D GND DO VEE 

CX20133 Terminal Functions 

16 bit D/A converter 

Fo ee a Benen Mees ree? 
i 

TEST1 Not used 

+ power supply terminal. +5V. 

Not used. 

|__flip flop flip flop clock for this jitter. 

Auto, asymmetry control input. Slice the RF signal to generate a square wave. 

EFM comparator system positive power supply. Connects to +5V. 

Positive power supply. Connects to +5V. 

ee ae ty 
mn A RAE SON RO SE RRS TLC LE OL IT 

Pin No. Pin name 1/0 Function and operation 

a as a aha ne ren nenementemnenne: emanney 

DVEE — power supply terminal. —5V. 
2 ie REDE Sie eee OO eae er 

SUB , ev 

+ ——— i Nt 

Input “7 Clock input. When PAM enetonen iitter exists, a conversion error occurs. D type 

Output Mirror output. Active ‘’H’’. PNP open collector. 
conto perenenneeerrerennennnnesnentrerecanenetneneetnetnncrenecen penne eneneancinnemnerernenit EER A CE er Rte 

Input Mirror hold condensor connection terminal. 
ce a a tk a aus SI ne arr eee ec ee Bes ees 

Output EFM output comparator output. 

Input Auto, asymmetry control amp reference input level selection ter Fania: se onnBERS 

er enero eerste nnn manent te 

45 



Pin name i/O | Function and operation 

7 LRCK Input 44.1 kHz strobe signal input. 

Data assignment during the stereo mode. 

LRCK =‘L’’ — — — R ch data call. 

LRCK =H’ — — — L ch data call. 

WCLK Input 88.2 kHz strobe signal input. Word clock. 

Changes WCLK from “’H” to ‘’L’’ at 17th BCLK break, then 16 bit data is trans- 

| ferred from the shift register to the latch by this break signal. 

9 BOCES Input Bit clock input. | 

Data is sent to the-IC sequentially from MSB by synchronization with the rise of 

| this clock. (Data change is by BCLK break.) 

DIN Input 16 bit serial data input. 

rr LRCKOUT Output TC4053BF (CMOS analog switch) drive output. 
; 12 CC Input Conversion command. 

Changes CC to ‘‘H”’ and enters 3 clocks or more from CIN to reset all internal 

timing circuits. After reset, CC becomes '’L’’ and enters a clock from CIN, then the 

internal timing circuit starts operating. 

13 DGND 

44 DVEE 
15 ber Output Discharge signal 

Controlled by LRCK 

LRCK =""H" — — — Output from DCR. 

LACK =" 17" = =Outogt trom DEL 

16 | ISET Input Integrating current determination terminal. 

| Integrating current is determined by a constant current value that flows from 

| this terminal. 

“47 IOUTR Output Integrating current output terminal 

LRCK = “L’’ — — — Output from JOUTL 

| LRCK =''H” — — — Output from |OUTR 
mn See eee = Ee: Gea 

18 IOUTL Output 

49 NC 
20 AVEE —5V 

ee ee ee 

21 AGND GND 

22 DGND GND 

23 DCL Output Discharge signal 

Controlled by LRCK. 

LRCK ="‘L” — — — Output from DCL. 

LRCK ="'H” — — — Output from DCR. 

Az 

DCBIAS 

CIN 

CIN 

DGND 

Input 

Bias terminal 

Bias circuit for the discharge signal output circuit. 

Clock terminal. 35 MHz. 

Clock terminal. 35 MHz. 

Clock terminal. 35 MHz. 
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CX23035 Terminal Functions 

Digital signal processor 

is CLK 

14 XLT 

| 
ENE 
23 MON | 

Pin name 

FSW 

DATA 

XRST 

CNIN 

SENS 

MUTG 

CRCF 

vcoo |} @ 

<a 
bt 

<a 
a 

PD8019E serial data transmission clock input. Latches data at the clock rise edge. 

to each register. 

33 | 
32 ° 
23 pee] 
78 9 Sub code 

° 14 g Aenodar Sub code ’ 

| | 8 | sync detection 

~ J | a =n 1 
ho | | 

| 4 18 ||19 | [20] [21] 22/l23} lea 
o» OF ue“ o a = > fF O ao oA a 

Zz Ww > x x a > oO 

v no = V9 nm a 

Function and operation 
en | en terete ener teeter netting! tt tmmenerenrtrtttntenaaeenntettnran aernenattett nt 

Spindle motor output filter time constant selection output. 

Spindle motor ON/OFF control output. 

during CLV-P mode. 

Spindle motor drive output. Speed control during CLV-P mode. 

EFM signal input from RF amp. 

Output for EFM signal slice level control. 

MIRROR input from RF amplifier. Connects to GND. 

VCO output. When EFM signal lock occurs, f=8.6436 MHz. 

VCO input 

GND 

Phase comparison output of EFM signal and VCO/2. 

GND 

PD8019E latch input.. Latches 8 bit shift register data (serial data from PD8019E) 

PD8019E serial data input. 

System reset input. Reset with “L”. 

Tracking pulse input. 

Outputs internal status by address correspondence. 

Outputs the SUB-Q CRC result. (Not used) 



Pin name Function and operation 

Input Clock insuetor SUB-Q serial output. (Not used) 

22 SBSO Output “SUB-O serial output. (Not used) 7 —_ 

23 SUBQ Output SUB-Q output, 7 ; 
24 SCOR Suvaus | SUB-OQ SO+S1 output. 

25 WFECK Output Write Frame Clock output. When frame sync lock occurs, f = 7.35 kHz. 

26 RFCK Output Read frame clock output. X‘tal system 7.35 kHz. 

27 GTOP Output Frame sync protective status display output. (Not used) 

28 GFS Output Frame sync lock status display output. 

29 DBOSs 1/0 External RAM data terminal. DATA 8 (MSB) 

30 DBO7 1/O External RAM data terminal. DATA 7 

31 DBO6 1/O “Ts External RAM data terminal. DATA 6 

DBO5 1/0 External RAM data terminal. DATA 5 

33 | VDD Power supply terminal. +5V a 

| 34 DBO4 1/O External RAM data terminal. DATA 4 _ 

35 DBO3 1/O External RAM data terminal. DATA 3 - 

a DBO2 1/O External RAM data terminal. DATA 2 ; 
ee es 

37 DBO1 I/O External RAM data terminal. DATA 1 (LSB) 

38 RAO1 Output External RAM address output. ADDRO1 (LSB) _ 

39 RAO2 Output External RAM address output. ADDRO2 a 
40 RAO3 Output External RAM address output. ADDRO3 

41 RAO04 Output External RAM address output. ADDRO4 

42 RAOS Output External RAM address output. ADDROS 

43 ~ RAOG Output ~  eenal RAM address output. ADDRO6 

44 RAQ7 Output 7 External RAM address output. ADDRO7 

45 RAO8 Output External RAM address output. ADDRO8 . 

6 RAQQ Ouptu External RAM address output. ADDROQ + 

h es 

Output 

External RAM address output. ADDR11 (MSB) 

External RAM address output. ADDR10 

Write enable signal output to external RAM. Active “L”’. 

Chip select signal output to external RAM. Active “L". 

X'tal 1/2 frequency division output. f = 4.2336 MHz. 

GND 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Outout 

Output 

Input 

Input 

Output 

Output 

Output 

peer 

X'tal oscillation circuit input. f = 8.4672 MHz. 

X‘tal oscillation circuit output. f = 8.4672 MHz. 

Correction status output. When C2 system correction attempt is not successful, 

UE OCCUT Ss. 

C2 pointer display output. Synchronized to audio data output. (Not used.) 

+ 4 frame jitter extraction RAM overflow and underflow display output. 

Audio data output code selection input. With ‘‘L’’, 2's complement output. 

With ‘““H", offset binary output. 

Audio data output mode selection input. With ‘‘L"’, serial output. With “H”, 

parallel output. (This unit uses “’L”’.) 

Aperture compensation control output. ‘’H’’ during R ch. (Not used.) 

Aperture compensation control output. ‘’H’’ during L ch. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = "H", DAO1 (parallel audio data LSB) output. 

When PSSL = "LL", CIF1 output. 



63 | DAO2 Output 

64 DAOS Output 

65 DAO04 Output 

66 DAQ5 Output 

Function and operation 

When PSSL = ‘'H”, DAO2 output. 

When PSSL = “L"’, C1F2 output. 

When PSSL = '’H”, DAO3 output. When PSSL = ‘‘L’’, C2F1 output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = ‘H", DAO4 output. When PSSL = ‘’L’’, C2F2 output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL =H", DAOS output. When PSSL = ’’L’’, UFGS output. (Not used.) 

67 DAO6 Output When PSSL = ""H", DAO6 output. When PSSL = ’’L", WFCK output. (Not used.) 

Output | 68 DAQ?7 

69 

70 

5 
1 

DA11 Output ta 

rigs) VDD 

76 DA14 Output 

Es DA15 Output 

78 DA16 

DAQS Output 

DA10 Output 

Output 

Power supply terminal. +5V 

When PSSL = ""H", DA12 output. When PSSL = ‘’L", DENL output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = "H”, DA13 output. When PSSL = ‘‘L"", DENR outut. (Not used.) 

When PSSL =H", DA14 output. When PSSL = ‘L’’, C210 output. 

When PSSL = ""H", DA15 output. When PSSL = ‘’L’’, C210 output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = ‘H", DA16 (parrallel audio MSB) output. 

When PSSL = ‘L"”, DATA output. 

79 WDCK Output 88.2 kHz strobe signal output 

80 LRCK Output 44.1 kHz strobe signal output 

Notes: 

Cr 

Clee: 

C2F 4 

C2rZ: 

UGES: 

WFCK: 

ac decode error correction status monitor output. | 

C2 decode error correction status monitor output. | 

Unprotected frame sync pattern output. 

WEFCK invert output. 

> WECK/4 or WFCK/8 output. 

: RFCK/4 or RFCK/8 output. 

VCO/2 output. When locked to EFM signal, f= 4.3218 MHz. 

176.4 kHz strobe signal 

L-ch serial data enable signal. 

- R-ch serial data enable signal. 

: C210 invert output. 

: Bit clock output. f= 2.1168 Mhz. 

: Audio signal serial data output. 

*“1C202) MSMST IEP 

RA 1} 

RAIO 

RAOQ 

RAOB 

RAO? 

RAOQG 

GND 
(OV) 

| When PSSL = ‘‘H", DAO7 output. When PSSL = "‘L”’, FCKV output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = ‘H”, DAO9 output. When PSSL = "L"", PLCK output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = ‘‘H”, DA10 output. When PSSL = ‘’L’', LRCK output. (Not used.) 

When PSSL = "H", DA11 output. When PSSL = ""L’’ C4LR output. (Not used.) 

VCC 4 
Ss (5V) 

-4+23 |RAOS 

22 |RAO2 

12 

ao |B) 

VI5M5117FP Terminal Functions 

RAM 

Pin No. Pin name 

9— 11 DBO1 — DBO3 

12 GND 

13 — 17 DBO8 — DBO4 

18 Ss 

~—3 co 

20 E Input 

| 
2 W Input 

22,20 RAO2, RAO3 

24 Vee 

e Display Unit 

1/0 

Input Address input 

1/0 Data 1/O 

Data 1/O 

Input 

Address input 

Address input. 

+5V 

IC702: M51956BL 

* 10701: PD4074D 
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Function and operation 

Chip select input. ‘’L’’ during write-in and read out. 

Output enable input. ‘’L’’ during read out. 

Write control input. ‘’L’’ during wite-in, ‘’H’’ during read out. 



PD4074D Terminal Functions 

Function and operation 

ACC voltage detection circuit signal input terminal. 

CMOS input. ACC ON: "L” ACC OFF: "HH" 

Dimmer control input terminal. CMOS input. 

Changes FL tube dynamic drive duty to perform. 

“H"': Dimmer ON “L": Dimmer OFF 

+B disable detection terminal. CMOS input. Operation stops with “’L”’ to wait 

until “’H” occurs. 

High temperature detection terminal. CMOS input. 

With ‘'L’”, a high temperature judgement is made to stop system operation. 

Communication control line 

@ Data link control 

Communication mode is determined by the level of this signal. 

@ Handshake control 

Communication direction (PD4074D — PD8019E) 

Indicates that outputted data was accepted by PD8019E when this signal rises. 

Communication direction (PD8019E — PD4074D) 

Indicates that data outputted by PD8019E is effective when this signal breaks. 

Communication control line. CMOS 1/O. 

@ Data link control 

When “'L” occurs by PD8019E, the communication mode is determined by the 

ACK level outputted by PD8019E. 

ACK 
ee 

Communication mode 

ne hee Command send enable status for PD8019E. 

When a command to be sent exists, a communi- 

cation status occurs with STB “LL”, 

se Data send request status from PD8019E. 

PD4074D must immediately accept the request 

with STBY’L" 

@ Handshake control 

When a data string is sent, ‘‘L’’ output occurs when the first data is sent and 

termination of the last data string is indicated by ‘‘H’’ when the last data is sent. 

Communication data bus. For CMOS 1/O. 
tt A nent 

FRONT switch detection terminal. CMOS input. 

Terminal that detects if the plate unit (mechanism part) is at the front or not. 

(If it is at the front, it is ‘‘L’). Indicates eject completion. 

REAR switch detection terminal. CMOS input. 

Terminal that detects if the plate unit is at the back or not. (‘"L” if at the back.) 

Indicates loading completed. 

DISC switch detection terminal. CMOS input. 

Terminal that detects if a disc is inserted or not. ’’H”’ if a disc is present. 

PUSH switch detection terminal. CMOS input. . 

Terminal that detects if an inserted disc is pressed ro not. ‘’L"’ if pressed. 
SEE EERE 

KEY input terminal by matrix with KS3—KS1. CMOS input. 

REL/PLAY 

System controller 

Pin No. Pin name i/O 

I a a ae A ee 
1 NC 

2 VSENS Input 

3 NC 

4 NC 

5 DIM Input 

6 INH Input 

7 TEMP Input 

8 ACK Input 

9 BREQ 1/O 

10-13 | DO — D3 1/0 

14 FRONT Input 

ro REAR Input 

16 DISC input 

17 PUSH Input 

18 KDO input 

19 KD1 Input 

20 KD2 Input 

21 KD3 Input 

D2 

Pin No, Pin name 1/O 

22 NC 

Function and operation 

GND 

Clock oscillation terminal. 4 MHz 

FL anode output. P-ch open drain with pull down. 

FL display DC/DC converter control terminal. P-ch open drain no pull down. 

Power is supplied to the DC/DC converter with “H”’. 

Servo system DC/DC converter contro! terminal. 

With ‘'H’’, PD8019D reset start, DC/DC converter ON. 

LED (DISC SET) control terminal 

FL grid output. P-ch open drain with pull down. 

FL driver power supply. Connects to GND. 

23 X2 

24 X1 Clock oscillation terminal. 

25 Vss GND 

26 VDD Power supply terminal. +5V 

2? h Output 

28 g Output 

29 ft Output 

30 e Output 

4 d Output 

2 fe Output 

oo b Output 

34 a Output 

he, KS3 | Output 

3E: KS2 Output Strobe output for key scan. 

KS1 Output P-ch open drain no pull down. 

38 

39 DCNT Output 

40 | POWER Output 
P-ch open drain no pull down. 

41 DISC SET 

During disc loading: FIGURE 

Disc set: ‘’H”’ 

42 — 50 1G — 9G Output 

51 VLOAD Input FL driver power supply. —30V 

52 VP Input 

os NC 

54 BTB Output AUX B output terminal. CMOS output. 

With ‘‘H"’ +B output from AUX connecter. 

55 NC | 
56 

57 

58 

59 

60 
61 

62 

63 

64 

STB 

VDD 

Output 

LOAD 

EJECT 

Zz ) 

RESET 

BEEP 

Output 

Output 

Communication control line. CMOS output. 

e Data link control 

Outputs ‘'H” for a data send request from PD8019E to notify data send request 

acceptance. 

@ Handshake control 

Communication direction (PD4074D — PD8019E) 

Outputs ‘’L” to indicate that ouptut data is effective for PD8019E. 

Communication direction (PD8019E +PD4074D) 

Outputs ‘’H” to indicate that data output from PD8019E was accepted. 

GND 

Power supply terminal, +5V 

Disc load control terminal. CMOS output. LOAD with “H”. 

Disc Eject control terminal. CMOS output. EJECT with H”’. 

Input 

Output 

Reset terminal. CMOS input. 

“H": Reset ON’ “'L’': Reset OFF © 

Buzzer output terminal. CMOS output. 
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Eee 
| ae ie oan eae Sere Cavaco serve | a SELES } | 

RAC i La x i 

|___crracans con. - 3) | Rigs ik we ca AMP, & & TRACKING qte | RACKING | || | | - 7 : 

iE G —~ |) ee <r <Ce | | | 
| (5) @— Focus error | | | » | ¥ vee Lt | | 

{ 

{ 

yt amp || || eo _— €6 OOO O—O | 
cts RM2 Rit4 RII? R125 [ RI26 = 

2200p 470K 9,1k s OKT 18k ieee POBOISE 

vale | | ree: [| en | | RESET 

D102 ~105 ; ERAS2-004Y aeas = | Cres er Tor10 ne | | 38 | | CD controller osc: 

| NP) 
osc 0 

MOTOR P.C.BOARD TRACKING/CARRIAGE PWM DRIVER | oo Ll Fon oP Saute niga [| | e104 | , oo te +5V tal ans) | 0.1780 []Rns jy 76 ymca? (1076.3 | 
C134 mp veci it | IC105 PA30214 9.01 i tk | (NP) 12k | \ 

x8) (4) ’ a 
ro REG 8 

Loess rarnf 10k 
| 

TA } - 

NORMAL >—K3) <“H-6 Tracking error anpp | Rie | 

SPINOLE ae ¢ Trad ki | 
| | | | ON? 

MOTOR UNIT | 
RI24 

+ 

( CXM1005 @ ee ae ” ; | nO ges \ I | (@)\— ACK 

| police Q202 : UN221D | osTB 

@e¥—— outsix#g 44) (3) C rl = ' ied a MIRR | aineen 108 BREQ 

| CARRIAGE 
Ri21 | | | R228 100 
270k KILL | o3 

MOTOR UNIT a 1 (a4 P\ 
| |___Re29 wo 

CXA 188 | | | | 

| ' va | 
R230 100 ae ee 

S++ ae om | @ . chem R23. | | | Resi 100 os 

ate Eaas ee one = ts — | Lee) eee 
SWITCH GND (6) | © |pt08 | p109)  jp106 {D107 | Seed? "6 Cees : ; 4 r a | 

bel | HOME | | | 7 : | 330/63 tt me C222 wee C218 [R225 

S 1: CSN-094 it bei ae | 10 0.22 100 

| D106 ~ 109 : ERAB2-004Y | TBRAKE IC102 : M5218FP ~5V IC103 : M5218FP Q101: 2SD1048-%6 T : nee (~ 

| pias . 

: ety 
REGS | 

7 a | 

FU1 4A D110 t eames cen eG im 

CEKI002 = ERA15-02 BYPASS : MOTOR DRIVER 0401 : 2803074-Y | | 
: : IC 401 : M54546L 

| | 

Sianal route 
Filter POWER SUPPLY ASS Y 

eee P 1}2; 9110 , (% R401 | Rao2 

~ ge 
MOTOR |-BMS me LoaD | rer Cs eens 22/0 {| | | 

6Q2, 604 : ERAIS-02 : UNIT | 

ace J [__DC/DC converte} SWITCH P.C.BOARD “7 | ep eect - EVECT | © 40% gafgioaor | | 

~ — — — Focus servo line orp ' a= DC7OG CONVERTER Tings” L&O2 ; re Eee ——T 0.01 

= , \ | — iH =| iceor ES Jr ee ot, Loadi oto | = | 
. . | D604 rl fe) we ~~] Hk oaging) moton.— 

we niaeenetineanonceentiats 
Noise Tilt r | sre hd = KHA803 cee + Ky acc } 

g C D401: MA3075 

- | . 2 0.047 320/10 he es 
C804 | | peo2) | C805 ¢ + eos Ss 1s PS 

0.047 {9.047 1000/16 i + 4 peer 
L603 C610 mm tw CB09 (4) Vv va 

S GNO | 1OxH 0.047 220/10 aa a sa 

a TMIN | MAX ‘ rs) a a oes FRONT oT 

Spindle servo line 
V r orleans See 

p Mare Q601 : 2SB822F TH Oy a oe eecocaaa, 
chi }+e--+— O 

BACKUP L604 DC/DC CONVERTER at ACE 

—- are 
Q60! 15H F caaad os CN6O} - ——X +5V 

LEG — c—_ 3: -22,.5V UN] ac : i D GNO 

wer dicen, | DC/DG.£Pfaverter|s neos <= az Tansy by pee argo 
aC 

[) 100/16 | 15/28 for FL }2_— 4 | __sy me 4 & GND 

i Q602 b 

ceo} | peor, [ese icsos Tzwrcor U9 2 4 Ke) Dent ener 

0.047 0.047 1000/16 jERZ- —sJ aL | 
: 

|CO70K220 nee ' CS 
dk: pu 

820 R607 Regs 
| 6.8K een * Jono 

DG6O1 : ERA15-02 L D603 : MA3120 
Q602 : UN2211 cals can 

0.047 0.047 

i 2 3 4 . 



1/V amp eo 

9g 

_— Digridge 

10 

f / 

C301 IC302 : M5221FP or NJMO72M C303 : TC4053BF /ic30a >M5221FP or NUMO72M A | filt IC307 : M5218FP Q304,305 
* Q2+5v CX20133 Q301,302 : 2SK508-K52.K53 , i nNaiog Titer isolation amp 2SD1048-X6,X7.X8 
i 1 ' < LRCK } —— + Se Ee ES, ice - RSI ae eee or 28C3326 

i i ; * i i ae 

“vy > —_—+- + 7 <$— san Gre ae ca as oS HBV 
eer i 1eSV oman / \, R324 Zh tay Pa ae ere  psee eR cscs 

| OS) ws 630! | e312 \ 100 16 IC304 | 3930p Ne C32 C307) Am Oot jo | 5 3 Y 0.01 AC302) 0.017 C3I6 | t eal ae 1 — | | LRCK vec | / | 1 R306 | 0.01 5 (10) C) 2 8 ie i + be | | i a) | ~ 5 8 ome OK | ” 4 jo 1 47k | 9 8 R326 Muting Bi 8 8 wir | LRCK iy tomas eyes | U/ Acconverter he> Ro bo Y | 8 lopea 
BEAL IC 301 I afl 7 i i = oe 

oe o/m COWvERTER sn Oe ens ae ook ee AT 
64 r | ] ,S3M m | | bd aa J 1K OO) | | aid [ieee | AUX CONNECTOR 

non [A444 |S | Lge) Tonge PS ere ee Ok ae eee (oo ce fe 350 ahs orem 
ono 1 LK at cones ke | asole] C318 ge | | R311 me C317 C329 am g32i | ase fesesy i ie 210 CNS 

81 og | | R305 | 2243+) User 0.0! 0.01; +] 618/6.3 1 4.7K (J O.01M® | 6330 04.7 Q304 iN 
Win Len OOK | * j T j i | { ; | 0.0% : KO Eee. Len | 

60 26 rane | (1g romney } 3 { i { { i i ! Ora} ny 

e i CONSTANT mt 
PSSL asi ane "2 GENERATOR [7 CURRENT ((7) Lf a ae + S) 7 mag 
SLOB nen eens oe a aD Se ee eee, Ren | R325 100 ~8V | lac, 
Raov -— c2i7 | C216 ‘ | | nsoa]] c3i4 @ igs 2 2/2 

56 22p™ 22, | erate 56k | ()—o 0 | 
i | | J | A 

cart [28 x201 = +5v CLOCK | DISCHARGE 6) dhe +4 4 | | na D Ai 4 
psa) | BUFFER q DRIVE | a ae ea oe (3) 23 XTAO DH cast, [IC 202 | | | 54 x i gare | MSMSITEP a Zz. Te an ; af% | B.467MHz RAM [. (over . ; i Q i ea | 

= DEX OE) eRe © R307 | / Pa — | | fa | L301 | sg 2 Y _— = 3 | 
\uH X301 Bees | i | | ry patos | ICSQ5 4 | +5V | | MAISIWA 

z! ' 35MHz T i | IC3Q2 | ve | ET 2 3 C319 eee 
{ \ ¢—}-—_+ oe ee i oe , | ar | C308 | ai u—{ EMPH Lae S camaeer | 3 2 E 2 

2 | a, 5304 cee IE | uae ee) ee ee sere one = OS07 |) ee Se | Nese [>> | 
; | £306 = 335 cso7am + | leg’ | | ed | | | | i = ==> —— | 2O- | | ' " b | 
2 : ! p | 16 | | | ii , ‘ imme O50 Q306 | 
4 ' i (ana ! : | | j 
; X301:CSS1008 . | | Q307 : UN2M | | UN2211 UN2mI! 
6 ~5V a —~+—— + | < EMPH > —— | 

< EMPH > | ~ a . i i 
al 8 | —< AMUTE >———-——— \ 

5 8 RAOS — i 23 i e 
See | 

& £6 | i 
: 3|9 HL | i | i i t _ ae = a | 

4 1. | | DISPLAY UNIT | | 
| 
i 

ees CAGES 

Q706 : 2SB822F wee AUX B | | 
| 7 

+ | [ 0702. MA3068___ D721; MA3Z00 Z| CN702 
—+ —4 Q70} Q702 Ic702 S707 — oe 

E> [hac } | 2SD1226M UN2M M51956BL cS6-255 | Q704 Q705 | oe BTSs. Ou els | |_UN221' UN2211 2SD60!-YQ.YR UN2211 Z _t 4 om 2 MEE Rat eel 
Baas | 

| on [ ; — Q712 : 2SD60!-YQ.YR et Kao) \ | eee sa er — K3) ILLUMI >-———+ 
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| ee S707 10703 :-MA151K | | | D716 o719 ® D707 0709 o712 
i f. GTO x ee be CLEAR | ae \ ae soete es sab Pe eae | on [| 23 ro O78 | yr EJECT REPEATST pooR =F TR? yt FF 

pol psp ee vr b re ae sats Beane x Pete se oh a ia ian es ae ay e740! |p £705 |oz93/ DISC @——*@/RELOAD” | ILLUMI | | ot 

| ri de! vero) eRe) Ln OK] Ye fo |! fee aed ot wes ure date arn, Here Hore Dore Dery | PoP the bi a eee, tod }|10076 Deane gr Ok fp Wg ail! SER 0) i i CT 32 | arse Piece | Zipoor =? | 7 3 2 3 
ae 33k | | bi es t Ic702 i ie ( : a 2) 9) >| 9] 10k Sai <= Oe EON” ra la eer 
ich ‘ m c7h | | \ 1 ° IR741 j ! ' | ©} Peal 3 j 

bad \ 0701 . a crak | a7o2 | ln739 [3 14 100 704 eg | @705)! | Pr MPLAY BOO RPLAY gt” REL/PLAY be 
| | Z6LB1 | | | ATE ee 7, \Q704 | ene | 

po ae ee cee | l UN2111 
; 4 a 5 cic Q7n D716~718 O719.720 D707,708 DT7O9R7 DTI2~714 (CHIP TRANSISTOR) 

| | — | UN2211 BG4524K  LN3IGC6 BG4524K BG4524K  LN3IGCE 
| DIS B ner | D715 

{ 1 i | LN@IRCSV 
| { H | i } 

byes. 4 | R705 [1R704 [R703] R702 F)R714 [] R701 | - 
| 56k | 156k | (56k | | 56k [| 56k |] 5k 

ae i 7 

CN703 | | Bile gies 8 NOTE : 

. 2 System controller ea | 
42 | ee Fa CTO —t—— Indicates a 
4} . 

ecinal a = DISPLAY FL TUBE : CAW1003 —+t-— Indicates a 
Sa i 

= 100 3 tee Ee — ndicetes a 
100 3 ( 

—— 1 nh Dh IH HP ph Oh) SCN M.PLAY DISC REM. rare 
ie 2 ek = | mt pg mt D0 mm om : —>-—._ indicates a 

R709 2k 16 | BO 00 Bo Re Le Le eteercay I ili il || praes 
Dek 17 kw ~indicates a 

2.2k 18 
i 

| 
: {ACK | R226 ___ 100 eens $701~706, 708~711 ; CSG-255(x10) 4 eee 

ees ang i 7 Ms g 8/8) x 8 e8) 2) 8) gia S—___j- ++, SWITCHES ; 
c— D3 tT + TI | Lo || a et : R229 -—_ 100 be | | en x701 | | a | | Fie ie ee a 

[R230 100 | | $701 | s7oz | 8703 $704 Ree) | azs0} azar pa ta | ees Sr a ae Sr a @MOTOR P.C.BOARD 
arrrt ee D1 ' cam | i PX EJECT/RELOAD | REL/PLAY TR+ TR- 56k, 156k 4MHz | | bie he ae i i . 

+ ‘om ( DO se | ee as boom 5 Oo +e Be | I pal i +> ' 4 $1: HOME SWITCH... 
| Eg} } | i oe K \ i + ACC || +— -+—{- — | ‘ oo 4 t i i R729 C704 C703 j lnzes ib ee eB 2 | rN sai | $706 | | \5en ee rom + | | | @ SWITCH P.C.BOARD 

100 | | L 3 | — — { " ; ft ~ ; 4 fo | re Bq $7 S4 X701 85-049 | bree 4 20 || $2: PUSH SWITCH 
—{ EJECT T 7 ns S708 | S7il | | ; tte 4 . ~ SWITCH. 

as a 3 \ ] fag |" ScAN/MEMO wes | PLAY repeat KS —+ oreo et | | 294 DISC SWITCH 
3 \ | 3 H ee ie | tii ee } t : 

| wo Lay see | ae es oF See i ne eS | D708 aay j | | | @ MISCELLANEOUS 
SS ano} | x fase $4: FRONT SWITCH: 
(ph ’ ms Saal # U Hy 

N? 28C3074-Y | REMOTE a7I0 i 0704 ~706 : MAIS1K 7 4 | S5 : REAR SWITCH: 
| UN22N Q708,709 : UN21N ae ae a ! |] CN7O1 

Y R401 | 
| 4 

is 

2 820 | pei Q OOO LI3X XY 
0 | | ji it 

3 LOGIC UNIT | | ae a 
Y & 

1 + EJECT g MA3075 4 ia + LOAD g 

ae + 4 PUSH 5 5 5 
—+ oISC oi & 2 ; — ee Gas en 

= + REAR a ce tfov2eo & Cy ° C) 2 eo frFoe Ey = 
FRONT GC zoaoamgaoanrn © 3) 4 Lal Ley WN Oaae &@ Z ive is 

eae oer 4 POWER - mvnooenaoaaed = & & a Ly ASBRARBR 3B Zo 

| TEMP 
Sasi peer! men Pew GNO 

REG 5 b ¢ d h 

: vic 0 [SCN M.PLAY DISC}REM. 
BU 

11 

(C951: TC4066BF 

RPTIRPLAY| Il. 
d sees 

MAL 
3G 26 

FL TUBE : CAW1003 

10 

The underlined indicates the switch position, 

in 

be 
UN2211 0 
(CHIP TRANSISTOR) 

Q2 

} 

chip resistor. 

chip capacitor. 

chip transistor. 

chip dicde. 

chip inductor. 

eisacety OPEN —- CLOSE 

apna sda OPEN — CLOSE 

beias OPEN —CLCSE 

ee OPEN — CLOSE. 

veeeeeenes OPEN —CLOSE 

Note: 

Connector is viewed from 

the direction of the arrow. 

Fig. 46 
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12. CONNECTION DIAGRAM | | - 

MAIN ASSY 
Q303 Q306 Q304 Q305 IC302 

Q202 Q201 Q307 1C203 [C305 Q302 930! 

—ic,Q 401 IC105 IC2 Ic} IC102 IC104 IC103 C101 Q101 IC202 IC201 IC204 1C303 IC301 1C304 = 1C307 IC306 

ADJ VRI1 VR2 L20| 
VRI-?. VRiv2. VRIF3_ VRI-4 
47k (B) 47k (B) 47k (B) 47k (B) 

PICK UP UNIT iceyi001 
TRACKING COIL PHOTO DETECTOR 

OBJECT 
LENS 1 q 

VRI 

MIRROR 

CYLINDRICAL 
ENS 

wi 
COLLIMATE 
LENS 

GRATING 
PLATE 

VRe-1 vRe-2. VR2-35 
10k (B) 10k (B) 10k (B) FOCUS con | 

OO 

POLARIZED BEAM 

SPLITTER 

HH VR2 

LASER 
DIODE 

+> 

MONITOR 1/16 
| a DIODE | 

poe Eee 
° 

15k(B) 

patron 
Nay 
(ag) 
Nay, 

Ritt 36k 

rf WO N= 

_ 

M3:CXA1189 

: LOADING 

y | , MOTOR 
UNIT 

S5 
REAR SWITCH 4 

SWITCH P.C. BOARD 9 | 
S4 
FRONT SWITCH 

PUSH SWITCH DISC SWITCH 

SPINDLE 

MOTOR 

UNIT 

CXM1005 

IC1: CX20109 IC2:IRSCO5 IC101: CX20#8B_ = IC1O2. 103. 203, 307: MS218FP IC1D4, 105 : PASO21A | IC201: CX23055 IC202 : MEMS FP 

IC204:PD80I9E 1C301: CX20133. 1302] 304: M5221FP or NUMO72M =-:IC303: TE4083BF = 1C505, B06 + KHAZIO IC401: M54546L. = Q101: 2SD1048-XxX6, x7, XB 

Q201, 303: UN2211 Q202:UN221D Q308, 302: 2SK508-K52,H53 2304. 305 :|!2SD1048-X6, X7. X8 or 28C3326 Q306, 307: UN2IN =Q401: 25C5074-Y 

D101: MTZSR6JC = DIOD2~ 109 : ERASB2-004 D201: MAISIK 4202, 203: MAI53} D204: KV1226 D301: MAISIWA D401: MA3075._—s D110: ERA15-02 

MOTOR P.C. BOARD 

x 
1.2.3 .4.5 

HOME SWITCH 



11 ‘Ae 

POWER SUPPLY ASSY 

0508. Ic, Q a6o2 asot LOGIC UNIT 

10306 
201 A 

ic ic951 

act>—— 

oo GND 

BATTS 
BACKUP FUSE 

951: TC4066BF 

iIC601 : KHA803 Q601: 2SBB822F Q602: UN2Z2i1 

D6O!, 602, 604 : ERAI5-02 D603 : MA3120 ZNR6O1 : ERZ-CO7DK220 
D605: ERAIS-02 

DISPLAY UNIT 

Q709 IC702 7 
IC. Q@ Q706 Q707 Q705 a70g Q704 Q7I IC701 Q710 a702 a7i2 Q701 Q703 

—— 

3 2986006] 

AUX CONNECTOR aoe : O35. | 

—_—_—_—_—__o 

REMOTE 3 
ae 

Len 

Reh 

———{ AUX B }— 
OFF | +5V 

(LUMI 
ISB} 

VSS 
¢ R736} 

scot 

D714 : 

Wig REL/PLAY 

S7FP 
Q1I01: 2SD1048-X6. x7, X8 

M1 Q401: 2503074-Y 

O75 D0: ERAI5-02 

DOOR ILLU 

701: PD4074D.. IC 702: MS1956BL 

Q701: 2SD1226M = =Q702, 708, 709: UN211 Q703~705, 707, 710, 711: UN2211 Q706: 2SB822F Q712: 2Sn60l-YQ or eSC2712-LG 

D701: HZ6LBI D702: MA3068 D703~706:MAI5IK D707~71, 716~718: BG4524K D712~714, 719, 720: LN3IGC6 D715.: LN@IRC5V 

D721: MA3200 

Fig. 47 
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e Waveforms 

|EFB Test mode : Tracking open 

V: 100mV/div. H : 5ms/div. 

EFB Test mode : Tracking close 

Vi: 100mV/div. H : 5ms/div. 

CH1: RF V:1V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
CH2: FOK1 V: 5V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
Test mode : Connect the FOK terminal to 

GND. Focus search is performed. 

(Disc inserted) 

CH1: FEY V: 2V/div. H: 5ms/div. 

CH2: FOK1 V: 5V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
Test mode : Connect the FOK terminal to 

GND. Focus search is performed. 

(Disc inserted) 
The lens moves DOWN -—> UP. 

1CH1: FEVO V : 500mV/div. H : 5ms/div. 
CH2: FOK1 V: 5V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
Test mode : Connect the FOK terminal to 

GND. Focus search is performed. 
The iens moves DOWN — UP. 

i 

Disc inserted 

CH1: SENS V: 2V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
CH2: FOK1 V: 5V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
Test mode : Connect the FOK terminal to 

GND. Focus search is performed. 

(Disc inserted) 

When in focus 

1 CH1: FEVO V : 500mV/div. H : 5ms/div. 
CH2: FOK1 V: 5V/div. H : 5ms/div. 
Test mode : FOK terminal connected to 

GND while performing focus 
search, after which the FOK 
terminal is disconnected. The 

photo shows the lens movina 
UP —DOWN until it focuses. 

-_ 

(Disc inserted) 

| When in focus 
CH1: FS3 V: 2V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
CH2: FOK1 V: 5V/div. H: 5ms/div. 
Test mode : FOK terminal connected to 

GND while performing focus 
search, after which the FOK 
terminal is disconnected, and 
the focus point is found. 
(Disc inserted) 

; MON GND 
CHA Pint of: 16203 
V: 5V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
CH2: MON 
V:5V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
Test mode : MON terminal connected to 

GND and TRCK — button 
depressed (when in focus). 

MON Open 
CH1: Pin 1 of 1C203 
V: 5V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
CH2: MON 
V:5V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
Test mode : The MON terminal disconnected 

and the TRCK — button 
depressed (when in focus). 

Jump (FF) 
CH1: TAO V:500mV/div. H: 0.2ms/div. 
CH2:TEY V:1V/div. H : 0.2ms/div. 
Test mode : Press the TRCK— and SCAN 

buttons. After PLAY, press the 
FF or REV button. The photo 
shows condition when the FF 

button is depressed 

Tracking close 
1'CH1: TEY V:1V/div. H: 0.2ms/div. 
CH2: TAO V:1V/div. H: 0.2ms/div. 
Normal mode : Waveform with the TRCK 

button depressed while carriage 

move to tracking servo 
closed condition. 

I CHA TAO 
V : 200mV/div. H : 50ms/div. 

CH2: Pin 7 of 1C103 

V : 200mV/div. H : 50ms/div. 
Test mode : JUMP (Press the FF, REV 

button 

FEO2 Search 
V:1V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
Test mode : Waveform of FEO2 terminal 

during focus search with the 
FOK terminal connected to 
GND. 

FEO2 when in focus 
V:1V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
Test mode : FOK terminal connected to 

GND while performing focus 
search, after which the FOK 

terminal is disconnected and 
the point of focus is found. 
The photo shows the lens 
moving DOWN —+UP when 

_in focu 

HC Search 
V : 500mV/div. H : 0.2ms/div. 
Normal mode : Waveform of HC terminal 

during search with TRCK 
button depressed. 

MIRR Tracking open 

Vo» 2Vidiv.. ~H:.0.5ms/div. 
| Test mode: Tracking open (TRCK — 

button depressed) 

MIRR_ Tracking closed 
V: 2V/div. H: 0.5ms/div. 
Test mode : Tracking closed (TRCK — 

and SCAN button 
depressed). 

SLO Jump (FF) 
CH17 TE V:1V/div. H: 0.5ms/div. 

CH2:SLO V: 2V/div. H: 0.5ms/div. 
Test mode : Jump (FF, REV button) 

photo shows condition with 
FF button depressed. 

| SLO Carriage (+) (—) 
V:2V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
Test mode : Carriage moved by pressing 

the FF or REV button. 
Photo first shows condition 
with the FF button and then 

the REV button depressed. 

| TAO Tracking actuator kick 
V : 500mV/div. H: 0.5s/div. 
Test mode : Condition when the REPEAT 

button is depressed and 
after which the FF or REV 

button is depressed. 
Photo shows condition 
when the FF button (lens 
outer range ) and the REV 
button depressed. 

CH1: VCC (14.4V) 
V:5V/div. H: 0.5s/div. 

1CH2: BYPASS (8V) 
|} V: 5V/div. 
| Test mode : DD convertér set to ON. 

H : 0.5s/div. 

CH1: TA+ 
V: 5V/div. 
CH2: TA — 
V: 5V/div. H: 10us/div. 
Test mode : Condition when the REPEAT 

button is depressed, after 
which the FF button is 

depressed (tracking actuator 
kick). (Disc not inserted) 

H : 10us/div. 

| ATSC 
lV: 500mV/div. H: 1s/div. 
Normal mode : ATSC waveform during 

normal playing. 



| Plus (+) side of C110 
V: 2mV/div. H : 0.5s/div. 
Normal mode : Waveform of 1!C101 pin 

25 during normal playing. 

Q101 emitter side during search 
V: 100mV/div. H : 0.5ms/div. 
Normal mode : Waveform of Q101 emitter. 

when the TRCK button is 
depressed during search. 

TZC Search : 
(CHI: TE Vi: IV/div. HH: O0.2ms/div. 
CH2:TZC V:1V/div. H: 0.2ms/div. 
Normal mode : Waveform when the TRCK 

| button is depressed during 
search. 

64 

13. CHASSIS EXPLODED VIEW 

NOTE; 
e for your parts Stock Control, the fast moving items are indicated with the 

Marks xk xk and x*. 

* %& » GENERALLY MOVES FASTER THAN x. 
This classification shall be adjusted by each distributor because it depends on 
mode/ number, temperature, humidity, etc. 

¢ arts whose parts numbers are omitted are subject to being not supplied. 

© Parts marked by “®” are not always kept in stock. Their delivery time may be 
longer than usual or they may be unavailable. 

© Parts List 

Marlx No. Part No. 

t.-EDK-408 
2. CDE1161 
3... CDK-402 
4. 
5. PMS26PO40FMC 

6. 
7 
8. 
9. 

10. 

@© 11. CWR1001 
* 12. CAE-246 
* 13. CAE-247 
* 14. CAE-248 

15. CNM1100 

16. PMS30PO50FMC 

* 17. CAC1081 

18.  CNM1101 

19. CNM1102 

20. CXA1506 

*% 21. BG4524K 

* 22. LN8IRC5V 

wk 23. CSG-255 

* 24. LN31GC6 

25. CAW1003 

26. CPV.1005 

27. VACANT 

28. BPZ20PO60FMC 

29. CNV1154 

30. 

S65 | 

Description 

DIN Cord 

Cord 

Cord 

Plug 

Screw 

Shield Case 

Connector 

Clamper 

Insulator 

Shield Case 

Power Supply Assy 

Button (TR+) 

Button (TR—}) 

Button (R:PLAY) 

Cushion 

Screw 

Button 

Cushion 

Cushion 

Grilie Unit 

LED 

LED 

Switch 

LED 

FL Tube 

Buzzer 

Screw 

Holder 

Plug 

Mark No. 

31: 

32: 

33: 

34. 

35: 

36. 

S7: 

38. 

39: 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

OT. 

58. 

39: 

60. 

Note: 

Part No. 

CKS1063 

CKS-721 

CKS-720 

CKS1 122 

CWX1020 

CBA-178 

CNB1049 

CNM1166 

CXK2010 

CKS1070 

CKS-719 

CWX1019 

CBA1019 

CAE-243 

CAE-244 

CAE-245 

BMZ26PO60FMC 

CMZ26PO040FMC 

CEF-007 

CBA1049 

Description 

Plug 

Plug 

Connector 

Connector 

Plug 

Connector 

Connector 

Connector 

Plug 

Display Unit 

Screw 

Case 

Cushion 

CD Mechanism Unit 

Bracket 

Connector 

Connector 

Main Assy 

Insulator 

Insulator 

Chassis 

Seal 

Screw 

Button (EJECT) 

Button (SCAN) 

Button (M:PLAY) 

Screw 

Screw 

Clamper 

Screw 

*Two screws labeled 53 and 60 are attached to the back of the set 

to protect it in transit. If the set is shipped (i.e., for repairs), be 

sure to protect your set by re-attaching these screws. 
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14. CD MECHANISM UNIT EXPLODED VIEW 

Fig. 49 
Short pin 

4, 9 
68 



@ Parts List 

Mark No. 

Oni Oe 

kw 15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

x%* 20. 

ra 

&*® 22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34, 

35. 

36. 

37, 

38. 

ake 39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

49. 

50. 

w&* 51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

Part No. 

PMS20PO040FMC 

CLA1102 

CLA1037 

CXA1057 

CBH1024 

BMZ26P040FMC 

YE12FUC 

CNV 1080 

CBH1025 

CNV1130 

HBF-117 

CNV 1205 

CNT-114 

HBA-175 

CSN-094 

CBA1025 

CXA1188 

PMS20PO040FMC 

CNV 1054 

CNV 1058 

CBH1008 

CNP1201 

CXA1056 

CNC1067 

PMS26PO40FUC 

CNP1200 

CNV1199 

YE15FUC 

CNP1199 

CXA1189 

CNV1203 

CLA1069 

CXA1061 

CNV 1070 

CNV 1069 

CBA-182 

CNV1078 

CBA1013 

CXM1005 

CBA-182 

HBA-161 

CNV 1063 

Mark 

Description 

Screw 

Collar 

Collar 

Lever Unit 

Spring 

Screw 

Shaft 

Washer 

Bracket 

Clamper 

Spring 

Arm 

Washer 

Gear 

Belt 

Screw 

Bracket Unit 

Pulley 

Motor 

Switch 

Screw 

Motor Unit (Carriage) 

Screw 

Holder 

Spacer 

Spring 

P.C. Board 

Gear Unit 

Holder 

Shaft 

Screw 

P.C. Board 

Chassis 

Spacer 

Gear 

Washer 

Motor 

P.C, Board 

Motor Unit (Loading) 

Clamper 

Cover 

Rojler 

Arm Unit 

Guide 

Shaft 

Gear 

Guide 

Screw 

Bush 

Screw 

Motor Unit (Spindle) 

Shaft 

Screw 

Screw 

Rack 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

oem 

68. 

69. 

70, 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95, 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

Part No. 

CBL1003 

CBA1052 

CNC1068 

CNV1055 

CNV1059 

CGY1001 

CNV 1060 

CNV 1064 

CNC1069 

HEF-102 

CNV 1081 

PMS26PO040FUC 

CLA1093 

CNM1056 

CNM1118 

CNV 1061 

CNR1009 

CNM1055 

CXA1052 

CBH1010 

CXA1167 

CXA1062 

CNV 1072 

CXA1 455 

CLA1067 

CLA1102 

CBH1014 

CNV1077 

PMS20P025FMC 

CNM1379 

CBA1026 

CNV1071 
CXA1064 
CBH1012 
YE20FUC 
CNV1074 

CBH1013 

CXA1060 

CXA1063 

CNV 1073 

CNP1202 

CNV1129 

CBH1009 

VACANT 

BMZ20P040FMC 

Description 

Spring 

Screw 

Holder 

Holder 

Spacer 

Pickup Unit 

Guide 

Spacer 

Shaft 

Holder 

Chassis 

Connector 

Clamper 

Clamper 

Clamper 

Screw 

Bracket 

Roller 

Washer 

Spacer 

Piate 

Guide 

Magnet 

Feit 

Bracket 

Arm Unit 

Spring 

Bracket Unit 

Arm Unit 

Lever 

Shaft 

Gear Unit 

Roller 

Collar 

Spring 

Cover 

Screw 

Sheet 

Tray 

Screw 

Guide 

Plate Unit 

Spring 

Washer 

Arm 

Spring 

Plate Unit 

Arm Unit 

Lever 

P.C, Board 

Guide 

Spring 

Screw 

7O 
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15. ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST 

NOTE: 
When ordering resistors, first convert resistance values into code form as shown in 

the following examples. 

Ex. 1 When there are 2 effective digits (any digit apart from 0), such as 560 ohm and 

47k ohm (tolerance is shown by J = 5%, and K = 10%). 

5602 56 X 10! DOP ccvsleteecautnctecsmenss RD1/4PS (8) ll W J 
47kQ 47 X 10° BID cisiiieissusaiienkss RO1/4PS4O@ J 
0.522 OAD 8iAveteceescteuccctsteteasSitenceneaneses AN2H (0) [) (6) K 
182 OTO ihcteestassat atte ede eae RS7P (GG K 

Ex. 2 When there are 3 effective digits (such as in high precision metal film resis- 

tors). 
5G 2kKEQ SG 2X 1D  asecsccsvccssssrsceccssseecceasceers AN7/4SR GE) 2) F 

e For your parts Stock Control, the fast moving items are indicated with the 
marks ** and *. 
* *: GENERALLY MOVES FASTER THAN x. 
This classification shall be adjusted by each distributor because it depends on 
model number, termperature, humidity, etc. 

e Parts whose parts numbers are omitted are subject to being not supplied. 
e The part numbers shown below indicate chip components. 

Chip Resistor 
RS7/8S OOO 

CKS....07 CCS isu. 

Main Assy 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Mark 

x* 

* * 

x * 

xx 

*x* 

w* 

x 

** 

xx 

xx 

x * 

wx 

* * 

wx 

x* 

** 

x * 

+ + + + 

71 

Symbol & Description 

1C1 

1C2 

1C101 

1C102, 103, 203, 307 

1¢104, 105 

1C201 

1C202 

IC204 

IC301 

iC302, 304 

{C303 

iC305, 306 

ic401 

Q101, 201, 303 Chip Transistor 

Q202 | 

0301, 302 Chip Transistor 

Q304, 305 Chip Transistor 

0306, 307 Chip Transistor 

0401 

D101 

D102 — 109 

D110 

D201 Chip Diode 

Part No. 

CX20109 

IR3CO5 

CX20108 

M5218FP 

PA3O21A 

CX23035 

M5M5117FP 

PD8019E 

CX20133 

M5221FP 

(NJMO72M) 

TC4053BF 

KHA210A 

M54546L 

UN2211 

UN221D 

2SK508-K52 or 

2SK508-K53 

2SD 1048-X6 or 

28D1048-X7 or 

2SD1048-X8 or 

2803326 

UN2111 

28C3074-Y 

MTZ5REJC 

ERA82-004Y 

ERA15-02 

MA151K 

Mark Symbol & Description 

*® D202, 203 Chip Diode 

*® D204 . 

* D301 Chip Diode 

*% D401 Chip Diode 

L1,2 Ferri-Inductor 

L201 Coil 

L301 Inductor 

* TH1 Thermister 

**& VR1 Semi-fixed, 47kQ (B)x4 

*x* VR2 Semi-fixed, 10kQ (B)x3 

X201 X'tal 8.467MHz 

X202 Ceramic Resonator 

X301 X'tal 35MHz 

&* FU Fuse, 4A 

RESISTORS 

Mark Symbol & Description 

R15 

R156 

R316—323 4.7kQ 

Other Resistors (Chip Resistors) 

Part No. 

MA153 

KV 1226Y 

MAI51IWA 

MA3075 

CTF 1007 

CTA1001 

CTF 1006 

CCX-021 

CCP1003 

CCP1004 

CSS1009 

CSS-042 

CSS1008 

CEK1002 

Part No. 

RS1/2P150JL 

RS1P220JL 

CCN-140 

R$1/10S000J 



CAPACITORS 

Mark Symbol & Description 

C1, 18 

Power Supply Assy 

C2, 6, 7, 16, 17, 19, 20, 101, 102, 

107, 115, 119, 126, 130, 202 — 204, 

206, 213 

c4,5 

C8, 9, 15, 402 

C10 Chip Capacitor 

C11 

C13, 14, 109 

C103 Chip Capacitor 

C104, 124 

C105, 106 

C108 

C110 

C111, 112 

C113, 207 

C114 

C116, 118 

C120 

C121 

C123, 306, 310, 311 

C125, 129, 205, 210, 211 

C127 1000uLF/16V 

C128, 132 

C133, 134, 218 

C135, 136 

C139, 224 

C201 Chip Capacitor 

C208, 209 

C212, 219, 220 

C214, 215, 302, 309 

C216, 217 

C221, 222, 303 Chip Capacitor 

C225 

C301, 313, 316, 317, 322 — 325, 329 

C304 

C307 

C308, 320, 321, 328 

C312 

C314, 315 

C318, 319 

C326, 327 33uF/6.3V 

C330, 401 

Part No. MISCELLANEOUS 

CSYA100M6R30S Mark Symbol & Description 

ERO Te eh 20 * * |C601 Converter 

** O601 

* *® O602 Chip Transistor 

CCSSL151J50L * D601, 602, 604, 605 
* hi . 

CEA220M10LS D603 Chip Diode 

CSZSR47M20 
0 0 

CKSYB333K25 ae ape se 
CCSSLi01J50L 
CS7§220M10 L604 Ferri-lnductor 

L605 Transformer 

CEA100M6R3LS *% ZNR6O1 Surge Absorber 

CEAOQ10MS0NPLL 

CCSSL561J50L RESISTORS ; 

CEAORIMS50NPLL Mark Symbol & Description 

CEA100M P 
Pel genrr get R601 — 610 

CCSCH271J50L 

CKSYB183K25L CAPACITORS 

CKSYB563K25 Mark Symbo! & Description 

CCSSL152J50L 
C601, 602, 604, 605, 608, 610, 614 

CKSYB473K25 ‘ : ; ; , , ‘ 

ae A 616 — 618 

CCSSL102J50L sti TOOOWF/16V 
CKSYB222K50L C611 

CCH1003 

CEA100M10LS 
C612 

CKSYF2242Z25 C613 

CS AZZ0MGRSOS pate 621 Filter 
CKSYB103K50L C620 

CSZS2R2M6R3 

CCSCH390J50L 

CCSCH330J50L Display Unit 

CSZAGRE8M16L MISCELLANEOUS 

CCSCH220J50L Mark Symbol & Description 
CSZS010M10 ek ~ ee 
CEA331M6R3L2 wx 10701 
CKSYB103K50L wx 10702 

| * *% Q701 

CCSCH330J50L % % 702, 708, 709 Chip Transistor 

CCSCH470J50L *% x 2703 — 705, 707, 710, 711 

CSYA6RS8M6R30S Chip Transistor 

CKSYB103K50 

CEA220M6R3LS * * Q706 
*%*® Q712 Chip Transistor 

CCSSL391J50L 

GGF-809 

CKSYB103K50L ~ 

* D701 

* D702 Chip Diode 

*% D703— 706 Chip Diode 

*% Dp707—711,716— 718 LED 

* D712—714, 719,720 LED 

*® D715 LED 

* D721 ~° Chip Diode 

X701 Ceramic Resonator 

X702 Buzzer 

* x $701 — 711 Switch 

FL Tube 

Part No. — 

KHA803 

2SB822F 

UN2211 

ERA15-02 

MA3120 

CTH-035 

CTH1006 

CTF-078 

CTX 1005 

ERZ-CO7DK220 

Part No. 

RS1/8SOO0J 

Part No. 

CKSYF4732Z50 

CCH1003 

CEAUH221M10 

CEA10N1M16LL 

CSYA1R5M250$ 

CEA330M25LL 

CEA330M35LL 

CCG1001 

CCG-104 

Part No. 

PD4074D 

M51956BL 

28D 1226M 

UN2111 

UN2211 

2SB822F 

2SD601-YQ or 

2SD601-YR or 

2$C2712-LG or 

2$C2712-LL 

HZ6LB1 

MA3068 

MA151K 

BG4524K 

LN31GC6 

LN81RC5V 

MA3200 

CSS-049 

CPV 1005 

CSG-255 

CAW 1003 

72 
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RESISTORS 
Mark Symbol & Description 

R722 — 727 

Other Resistors 

CAPACITORS 

Mark Symbol & Description 

C701 

C702 

C703, 704 

C705 

Switch P.C. Board 

Mark Symbol & Description 

¥& x §2,3 Switch (Push, Disc) 

Motor P. C. Board 

Mark Symbol & Description 

wk* Mi Motor Unit (Carriage) 

wk* Si Switch (Home) 

Logic Unit 

Mark Symbol & Description 

*&* 10951 

R951 — 954 Chip Resistor 

C951 Chip Capacitor 

C952 

Miscellaneous Parts List 

Mark Symbol & Description 

Pickup Unit 

we %& M2 Motor Unit (Spindle) 

** M3 Motor Unit (Loading) 

wx S$4,5 Switch (Front, Rear) 

73 

Part No. 

RS1/2POOOJL 

RS1/8SOOOJ 

Part No. 

CKSYB103K50 

CEA101M6R3LS 

CCSCH330J50 

CEA220M16LS 

Part No. 

CSN-094 

Part No. 

CXA1188 

CSN-094 

Part No. 

TC4066B F 

RS1/10SOO0J 

CSZSO10M10TL 

CKSQYB103K50 

Part No. 

CGY1001 

CXM1005 

CXA1189 

CSN-094 



16. PACKING METHOD 

@ Parts List 

Mark No. 

1. 

2. 

> 

7-1, 

7-2. 

7-3. 

7-3-1. 

7-3-2. 

7-3-3. 

Part No. 

CHG1077 

CRD1041 

CRD1042 

CHP1036 

CHP1037 

CEG-114 

CRP1004 

CNB-723 

CEA1108 

CNF-111 

CNN-058 

CBA-102 

HMF40PO80FZK 

NFSOFMC 

1 

Description 

Carton 

Owner's Manual 

(English, French, German, Spanish) 

Owner's Manual 

(Swedish, Norwegian, Dutch, Italian) 

Card 

Styrofoam (L) 

Styrofoam (R) 

Cover 

Caution Card 

Mounting Bracket 

Accessory Kit 

Strap 

Spacer 

Screw Kit 

Screw 

Screw 

Nut 

Fig. 50 

74 
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17. ADJUSTMENT 

®@ Adjustment Point 

Apply insulation tape around 

the screwdriver avoid 

to shorting 2 circuit. 

Siw) 

eC 

ISET 
ve MR2=2 

Tracking gain 

adjustment 

VR2-1 
/ VA 
; 

\ Focus gain adjustment 

VR1-1 \eSeVRT4 | 
RF offset 

adjustment VAIS 
Tracking balance 

adjustment 

LD power 

adjustment 
: 

Tracking offset (stray light 

adjustment) 

VR1-2 

Focus error offset 

adjustment 

MAIN ASSY 
Q303. 9306. Q304. 0305 IC302 

Q202 Q201 Q307 IC203. IC305. Q302 2501 

Ic, Q..Q401 ICIO2. {C104 IC103. C101 Q101 ic202 (C201 IC204.1C303 1c301.IC304 iC307 IC306 

ADJ 
: L201 

4 YRL VRE? eS. : vRI 
47% (8) 47k (a) 47K 4G) 47K (B) 

(CIOS IC2:ICt 

: VRQo— 
=. COCOCO SRK 

iC1s. CXZOIO9- | 1CZ = IRSCOS, {C1Ot+ CX2010B8: = C102. 103, 203.307. PMS 21BEP (C104::105 : PA3SO2IA: - 1C201 + CX23035 IC2Z202 = MSMSNTFP. 
1C204 1. PUBOISE--IC3O1: CX20133~ C302 304: MS22IEP or NJMO72M.-.ICSO3 + TC40538F (C305, 306 + KHAZIO. C401 + M54546L QIOl: ZSOIO48-X6, X7, XS 

Q20L.303 SUN22N° 0202: UNZ2I0.. Q30L 302: 2Z5KS08-KS2.. KS3- 304. 305+ 2SD1I048-XE, X7, XB of 2SC3326. A306, 307: UNZI 401: 2SC5074-Y 

DION: MTZSREJC DIOg~109 = ERAB2-004Y  D2OT: MAISIK. 0202. 203. MAIS3.- D204: KVI226Y D501: MAISIWA D401: MA3ZO75.~ ONO + ERAIS-02 

Fig. 52 

adjustment 

Fig. 51 

: (wS SPS il Nl Nf" eae 

See Fig. 67 for tangential 

; adjustment and grating ; 

adjustment points. 

VCO adjustment 



e Test Mode 

1) Starting 

Starts by simultaneously pressing [TR | 

to light all displays. 

2) Functions 

EJECT/RELOAD Disc load, eject. 

REL/PLAY DD converter ON, OFF. 

However, during continuous jump, play occurs with jump release. 

* In case DD converter is ON, Focus tracking OFF. 

e Repeat display OFF 

Carriage FWD/REV 

e Repeat display ON 

Tracking actuator FWD/REV 

*in case DD converter is ON, Focus tracking ON. 

e FWD/REV continuous jump 

F- FORWARD 
REVERSE 

a A A 

Carriage, tracking loop switch individual ON-OFF. 

(1C101 CX20108 system adjustment function) 

Focus search ON-OFF 
LL 

SCAN/MEMO Tracking servo ON-OFF 

REPEAT * In case DD converter is OFF 

All display segments ON-OFF. 

* In case DD converter is ON. 

REPEAT display ON-OFF (FWD/REV function selection). 

TRACK+ 

3) Display 

Display Status 
le TY 

Indicates DD converter OFF. However, all lighting enabled by REPEAT. 

Indicates DD converter ON. 

Indicates DD converter ON. Focus closed. 

indicates tracking close. 

Indicates tracking close, non-drive. 

76 
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4) Flow chart 

TRACK + TRACK — 
«q@——— Clear button 

depression 

~<¢-—__—__——_ Display 8888 

<DD converter OFF > 
<DD converter OFF> 

This status does not 

occur unless carriage 

REL/PLAY Display Ea does not return to home. 

<DD converter ON> 

EJECT/RELOAD 

TRACK — 

@ No disc. Only lens up/down. 

F.FORWARD 

<Focus search status > 

< Tracking circuit 

close status > 
REVERSE 

During depression, carriage 

outer circumference 

shifting occurs. 

REL/PLAY 

Display 
During depression, carriage 

inner circumference 

shifting occurs. 

@ Disk inserted. 

In focus and 

spindie servo ON. 

<Tracking open status > REPEAT 

REPEAT 

F.FOWARD REVERSE 

During depression, lens 

outer circumference 

deflection. 

Note: 

Scratch exists unless 

BYPASS ground not performed. 

TRACK+ 

TRACK— SCAN/MEMO 

< Tracking 

close status > 

FF ORWARD REVERSE SCAN/MEMO 

<FF operation > During depression, lens 

inner circumference 

deflection. 
<REV operation> 

REL/PAY REL/PLAY 

77 
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Oscilloscope range Test : Confirmation 
Step | io crea fadjustment Adjustment procedure 

No. X Y | P P specification 

; 
i 

3 

3 

; 

: 
3 

: 
; 

: 
; 

; 
f 

5 

Measuring instrument and jig used 

* Two-channel oscilloscope with delayed sweep. 

¢ Optical power meter 

(LEADER: LPM8000) 

e Test disc (SONY TEST CD TYPE 4 YEDS-18) 

(TYPE 3 YEDS-7 is usable.) 

Two needle voltmeter 

DC power supply (More than 5A) 

Gain adjustment filter 

CR oscillator 

Extension connector 

| Precautions | 

e Oscilloscope used must have a 10:1 probe as a rule. 

e Waveform photos are taken by using a 100 MHz 

— oscilloscope. 

e When the laser is on, do not look into the object lens. 

e¢ Remove the case top and chassis. 

Test mode entry 

Press the clear button while simultaneously pressing 

for turn ACC, BACK UP on in- 
stead of pressing the clear button). 

88aeags is displayed. 

Turn the DD converter on. 

Press the |REL/PLAY} key. 

is displayed. 

j je | Actuator, motor operation confirmation 

e Carriage motor | 

Confirm that the pickup shifts toward the outer 

circumference by pressing the key and 
toward the inner circumference by pressing the 

key. Then shift it to the extreme outer cir- 
cumference. 

¢ Focus actuator 

When the key is pressed, it is shifted 
downward first. After this, it shifts smoothly up and 

down about 1mm. 

When is pressed again, lens up and down 
movement stops and the DD converter returns to an 

ON status. 

s displayed. 
e Tracking actuator 

Press the IREPEAT]| key. 
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i e Step Oscilloscope rang Test 

point 

RF 

EFB 
FFB 

TAQ 

Adjustment 

point 

VR in the 

pickup. 

VRI-| 
(RF) 

VRI-3 
(T.B) 

VRI-4 
(T.O) 

Confirmation 

fadjustment 

specification 

250+ 20uW 

0.10 21V 

0+0.5dB 

0+50mV 

(While the tracking loop has an ON status.) — 

(Tracking actuator, carriage - PWM non-drive) > 

73 

Adjustment procedure 

Confirm that the lens shifts toward the outer circum- 

ference when the key is pressed and 
toward the inner circumference when the 

key is pressed. 

Lens shift is about 0.2mm. 

Press the key to return the DD converter to 
an ON status. 

is displayed. 

LD power confirmation and adjustment 

¢ Place a power sensor on the pickup object lens. 

¢ If it is outside the proper range, quickly adjust VR in 

the pickup so that it is within the proper range. 

(Increased by clockwise movement). 

e Turn it slow so that the meter index swing is not 

excessive. 

RF offset adjustment 

e DD converter - ON. Perform this without a disc. 

Tracking balance rough adjustment 

e Insert a disc and set it by pressing th [EJECT 

/RELOAD] key twice. | 

e Turn the DD converter ON by pressing the 
key. 

¢ Qbtain focus by pressing the key to enter 
a tracking open status. 

e Adjust the AC component level of sub beam output 

EFB, FFB by using a two needle voltmeter so that the 

level difference is a standard value. 

Stray light adjustment 

e After ejecting a disc by pressing the (EJECT 

/RELOAD] key, remove the disc. 

¢ Provide the DD converter with an ON status by press- 

ing the |REL/PLAYj key. 

e Provide the non-drive tracking circuit with a close 

status. 

MIRR KILL: ‘‘L’’ - - - Grounded to S. GND 

BYPASS: “’L”’ - - - - Grounded to S. GND 

If this is not performed, the actuator might be damaged 

by fire. 

Press the key. 

* MIRR KILL: ‘’L’’ can be preset. 

BYPASS: ‘‘L’’ shall occur after DD converter ON. 

s displayed. 
e Adjust it so that it is within the range. 

°e After adjustment, return the DD converter to an ON 

status by pressing the | TRACK +] key. 

¢ BYPASS: ‘’L’’ release. 
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TAO 

50mV/div 

- Oscilloscope 

Fig. 53. 

Tangential skew confirmation 

| PF Confirmation | 
i e P 

| One oe ‘| Adjustment /adjustment Adjustment procedure 

x Ny pene | specification | : 
pee 5 

50mV/div | 200ms/div | - VRI-3 | OF500mvV Tracking balance fine adjustment 

ee | : (7B) Insert a disc and set it by pressing the (Sree 

/REL OAD] key twice. | 

Press the REL/PLAY, TREL/PLAY] key to provide a DD converter 

ON status. | 

Enter a non-drive Yaedie close status. 

After entering a tracking open status by pressi ng the 

[TRACK =] key, 
BYPASS entry: (L’, 

MIRR KILL: “L’’, 

then press the [SCAN key. 

Adjust it so that the average value of the TAO 1 Hz 

low pass filter output is zero for several seconds. 

When you are not certain, repeat this by inserting a 

disc again. 

Enter a tracking open status by pressing the [SCAN 

key, and BYPASS: ‘‘L’’ release and MIRR KILL: ‘*L”’ 

release. Then return the DD converter to an ON sta- 

tus by pressing the [TRACK — | key. 

After the above procedure has been terminated, con- 

firm the stray light adjustment again. If it is within 

5O0mvV, it is OK. 

If it is more than 5OmV, perform the stray light 

adjustment and tracking balance fine adjustment 

again. 

“NG Fig. 56 

Enter a normal mode. 

(Repress the clear button or ACC, BACK UP.) 

Set the disc and play back the TNO 7 (TYPES: 

TNO 23). 
Confirm that the RF wavetorn 11T peak and trough 

are even. (Fig. 57—59) 

If there is an adjustment devi ation, perform tangen- 

tial skew adjustment (to be explained later). 

annem A A AACR OAC POON NEY ECCLES 



Oscilloscope range 
r 
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; Confirmation 
Test Adjustment : | 

: : /adjustment 
point point Lee 

specification 

Adjustment procedure 

S11 

50mV/div | 0 

NG Fig. 

VR1I-2 
(EE. | 
OFFSET) 

Focus offset adjustment 

e Play back the TNO 12 and adjust it so that RF is around 

maximum and the best eye pattern is obtained (T YPE3: 

TNO 14). 



Confirmation 

/adjustment 

specification 

| 

Oscilloscope range Test Adjustment 

No. - point point 

sven semen: as US A 7H ie ee 3 

Adjustment procedure 

ser cs 
aber + 

| oa : +006 
[229 | [REY | VR2 | 0_ 9 308 | 

| | FEX | (b@) | | 

R103 

100 

| FEY Gain adjustment filter 

CR 
2» Two needle! 

SSS voltmeter 

OUT 

sam 2: RE SA ONO 

Fig. 63 
| | | | 
| | | | 

Gain adjustment filter (only one channel shown) 

TLO?2) 100k 

Signal system GND shall be separated from the 

power supply GND. 

Focus servo gain adjustment 

¢ Make the wiring as shown in the figure. 

e Set the oscillator output to 1 kHz, 50mVrms. 

® Piay back the TNO 12, then adjust it so that the x, Y 

reading difference is within the range. (TYPES: 

TNO 14). 

14.4V 

Power supply | 

voltmeter 

“ Placed on back of jig circuit board 

Fig. 64 

; 
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Oscilloscope range Confirmation 

Cl 

Step |_ i pojustinent fadjustment Adjustment procedure 

No. X Y a peint specification | 
+ +— aot an Seas a t fe 

10 | TEY. VR2=2 gt 9-845 Tracking servo gain adjustment 

TEX (TG) 70.38 oes e Make the wiring as shown in the figure. 
¢ Set the oscillater output to 1.4 kHz, 50mVrms. 

e Play back the 12th music, then adjust it so that the 

R145 X, Y reading difference is within the range. 

100 2 

| CR | 
oscillater ' TANG needle | 

voltmeter 

Fig. 65 — 

| R33 (ISEF) e Confirm that the voltage at both ends of R133 is within 
the range. 

e lf it is outside the range, adjust it. 

| | 
| a | 

12 | CHI Le ORBY. | | Jump operation confirmation 
'100mV/div | Sms/div a | | ¢ Perform this in a normal mode. 

| CH2 [TAG ¢ Confirm that the Jump operation is performed by 

| 50mV/div 5ms/div pressing the [F. FORWARD] , [REVERSE] key. 
boo | Also confirm that jump operation does not occur for 

two tracks or more. 

This is easy to check if the TAO trigger is used. 

Fig. 66 

(3 TE BeY 0+ 1 .5dB Grating adjustment confirmation 

Se 

e Perform this in the test mode. 

e Insert a disc, and press the [EJECT/RELOAD] key 
twice to set it. od 

* Press the [REL/PLAY] key to turn the DD converter ON. 

e. Press the key to obtain focus and enter 

a tracking open status. Ae 

e Play back the TNO 6. (TYPE3: TNO 7} 

e Make the TE level standard while playing back the 

TNO 6. : 

e Confirm that the difference for the TE level of the 

TNO: F(EYPES: TNO:-1) and: that: for the: TNO.20 

(TYPE3: TNO 50) is within the range. 
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| Step ima vee eecene iokeeenard Test Adjustment | icduetaane Adjustment procedure 

| No. x Y | pom’ pene specification : eee ee 

t | | | 4 _- oe Seer 

| | e When it is outside the range, if eccentricity is within 

| the range, perform the grating adjustment. 

| | 

| | | | | 
14. | esate VANS) Tangential adjustment | : | oe 

| | ad}. screw e When this adjustment is performed, be sure to per- 

| | | form the grating adjustment. 

| | | | e Perform this in a normal mode. , 

| | © Play back the TNO 7, then adjust this so that the RF 
| : waveform peak becomes flat. (TYPE3: TNO 23) 

e 

| Grille assy 

Tangential adjustment screw 

(Adiusted by hex wrench) 
\ 

Pickup unit 

i 

20ms/div | 
\ 

50mV/div | TEY | 

pS eps nne recent inmates: 

nist: nme: 97 STA ie OOS AA AOL NE COR ORBAN SE SO — 

; i 

: : | ses i else 
Sane SONI ne eae ON Tr acon ceaneent amranialaometbemigian cybieneesl seaaseaearricenenmeimerememeneiaatainn 

Grating adjustment screw (Adjusted by a grating driver) 

LL I LE LNE SOOR NN LE RE 

After adjustment completion, apply screw lock. 

Fig. 67 

Grating adjustment : 

e insert a disc and set it by pressing the . | 

[EJECT/RELOAD] key twice. ue 
¢ Press the key to turn the DD converter ON. 
e Press the key to obtain focus and to en- 

ter a tracking open status. 

e Play back the TNO 6. (TYPE3: TNO 7) 

e Measure the tracking error waveform by using an 

oscilloscope. At this time, insert a 4 kHz cutoff low 

pass filter. 

e Adjust it with the grating driver and find a status in . 

which the main beam and sub beam are on one track 

(nullpoint). 

| * There are many cases in which tracking error is 

minimized. The null point provides a status in which 

the envelope is cleanest and has less noise. 

| @ While slowly turning the grating driver clockwise start- 

ing from the null point, adjust it to the point where 

the waveform (tracking error signal) amplitude 

becomes maximum first. 

S<y 



Confirmation 
Adjustment Oscilloscope range 
paint /adjustment _ Adjustment procedure 

x ¥. specification 
oe —— i 7 pee i tse Pei cree 

point 

* If the driver is pressed too strongly, the pickup main-. 

frame is lifted. Therefore, precautions shall be taken 

concerning this. 

a tie a § 

ao | | | Grating fine adjustment 

| | | | | e Adjust the TE level during tracking open so that the 
| | level for the TNO 1, 6, 20 becomes within 1.5 dB. 

(EYPES: sENO oT 7-50) 

7 | F VEO) |  L20b | =0.5V | VCO adjustment 
| | | | | ° Play back music in a normal mode. 
| | | @ Measure the voltage at IC201 pin 28 (GFS) with a mil- 

livolt meter and confirm if PLL lock has occurred or 

| | | | not. 
| | | Lock - - - H level about 5V 

| Unlock - - L level about —0O.5V 

Pecan mane an a i 

| | e Adjust L201 so that the VCO voltage becomes — 0.5V 

| during PLL lock. 


